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College of HASS to be divided into two colleges
Trustees approve creation of Caine College of the Arts and College of Humanities and Social Sciences
By RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor

In what Raymond Coward, USU vice provost, referred to as
“a special moment for our university,” the Board of Trustees
approved the request to restructure USU’s largest and most complex college into two colleges.
Starting July 1, the College of Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences will be divided into the Caine College of the Arts and the
College of Humanities and Social Sciences.
The proposal states that the College of HASS has twice the
number of departments as the next largest USU college. It states
there will be “some marginal additional costs associated with
implementing this restructuring.” The money will come from
internal university and college funds or new revenue.
The Caine College of the Arts will give greater visibility to the
arts at the university, Coward said. The restructuring will allow
the remaining programs in the College of Humanities and Social
Sciences to become “even tighter, closer and stronger knit,” he
said.
Ten meetings have been held since summer to discuss the
restructuring. According to the proposal, the colleges are expected to see small enrollment growth due to increased visibility
caused by the restructuring. Funding opportunities are expected
to increase as well.
The restructured colleges will have the “same programs, same
degrees, same faculty,” Coward said. The university is beginning
the process of finding a dean for the Caine College of the Arts.
The restructuring was approved unanimously at the Board of
Trustees meeting Jan. 8.
During the meeting, the board approved a proposal to offer
a Bachelor of Science and a Bachelor of Arts degree in General
Studies at USU. The degree will be based in one of eight areas of
study: agriculture, arts and humanities, policy and administration, education and human services, technology, natural resources, science and social sciences.
According to the proposal, creation of the degrees will not
require any additional resources.
Coward said there are three basic types of students at USU:
students who know what they want to study, students interested
in two areas of study and a small set of students with broad interests in a general area. The degree will allow students from the
third group to pursue their broad intellectual interests without
being “pigeon-holed by a major,” he said.
“This is the Renaissance degree,” Coward said. “It’s not a card
we play very often, but for a few students, it’s the right card.
Those pursuing the degree will work with faculty and the
associate deans of the respective college to create a focused plan
of study that has integrity, Coward said. He said he expects 30-40

DEAN YOLANDA FLORES NIEMANN, standing in front of several associate deans, is the dean of the College of Humanities, Arts
and Social Sciences. After a year of planning and discussions, administration proposed a division of HASS into two colleges. The proposal was
approved by the Board of Trustees Jan. 8. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

students will pursue the degree every year.
The board agreed to discontinue USU’s culinary arts and food
service management option in the bachelor’s degree. Coward said
the option was originally suspended due to budget concerns.
“This program is simply not large enough or viable enough,”
Coward said.
Charles Carpenter, department head of nutrition, dietetics and
food science, said the option was originally designed in conjunction with a University of Nevada-Las Vegas program. The system
didn’t work and USU had to find the resources to uphold the
program on its own. Budget restrictions made it impossible to
uphold the resources the option needed.
Carpenter said all students who started the option have been

taken care of, by either finishing the option, switching course of
study or transferring to a different school. He said although some
students were disappointed, the process went well.
The board approved two name-change proposals from the
department of health, physical education and recreation. The proposal asked for the Master of Science in health, physical education and recreation to be renamed the Master of Science in health
and human movement. The other proposal asked for the teaching
emphasis under the bachelor’s degree in human movement sciences to be changed to the physical education teaching emphasis.
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu

Alumni win American Farm Bureau Award
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

Kyle Matthews and his wife, Shelly, USU alumni,
took home this year’s American Farm Bureau
Federation Achievement Award to approximately
9,000 total acres of land.
The Utah Farm Bureau, a nonprofit organization seeking to recognize hard working farmers
as leaders in the field and community, issued the
award and also gave the Matthews $500 and a
Polaris Ranger, which Matthews said is valued
around $10,000.
The Matthews farm 700 acres of irrigated alfalfa
in Grantsville and 8,000 acres of dry wheat, flax,
mustard seed and safflower in American Falls,
Idaho.
This was not the first year the Matthews submitted an application for this award. Kyle Matthews
said the first year he constructed a five-year goal
and received second runner-up. The second year at
the title resulted in first runner up, and this year
Matthews has the title under his belt.
Not only did the Matthews meet their goals,
they did it in less than five years and doubled the
amount of land they initially wanted to farm.
“The Matthews were very progressive,” said
David Bailey, Utah Farm Bureau’s vice president of
organization. “Kyle has really grown his operation
well and his application is a very stellar application – one of the best we’ve seen. I think he has a
really good chance of being in the top three or four
nationally.”
The Matthews left Jan. 8 for Seattle, Wash., to
compete against 51 others for the national Young
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SHELLY AND KYLE MATTHEWS, USU alumni, stand next to their Polaris Ranger. The Matthews were
given the Ranger and $500 as a prize for winning the American Farm Bureau Federation Achievement Award.
photo courtesy of the UTAH FARM BUREAU

Farmer and Rancher Achievement Award. The
winner will take home a Dodge pick-up, Matthews
said.
Bailey said Utah farmers have won nationally in
past years.
Matthews said, “The farm bureau wants to see
what your goals are, and then each year you build
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on what your goals were. It’s not very common that
you win the first time you apply, because they want
to see how your operation progresses each year.”
Matthews said his original goal was to farm
400 acres of land in Grantsville, but ended up with

Regents approve
USU-CEU merger
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – The
Utah Board of Regents has approved
details of the merger of Utah State
University and the College of
Eastern Utah as of Dec. 11.
Support of the institutions’
memorandum of understanding
leaves only one more step before
the schools officially join on July 1,
2010: approval by the Legislature
next year.
Plans call for CEU to become a
“comprehensive” regional college
under USU’s direction and to have
a new name: Utah State UniversityCollege of Eastern Utah.
USU will issue the school’s
degrees and select its chancellor.
But the schools will retain separate
athletic programs, school colors and
mascots.
Regents initiated the merger
process last summer in response to
CEU’s shrinking enrollments and
increasing dependence on state
money. CEU currently has about
2,000 students, down from 3,000 in
2001.

- See AWARD, page 4
Learn about
five
unpopular
professions
needed in
everyday life.
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Celebs&People
PASADENA, Calif. (AP)
— NBC said Sunday it decided
to pull the plug on the Jay
Leno experiment when some
affiliate stations considered
dropping the
nightly primetime show.
“The Jay Leno
Show,” which
airs at 10 p.m.
EST, will end
JAY LENO
with the Feb.
12 beginning of the Winter
Olympics, said NBC Universal
Television Entertainment
Chairman Jeff Gaspin. Leno
would return to his former
11:35 p.m. slot after the
Olympics ended under the
network’s new plan.

NewsBriefs
NYC man charged
with getting alQaida training
NEW YORK (AP) — A New
York City man under investigation for his links to a terror
suspect pleaded not guilty
Saturday to charges that he
flew to Pakistan to get military
training from al-Qaida.
Adis Medunjanin entered the
plea during a swift arraignment
at a federal court in Brooklyn.
He faces counts of receiving
military training from a foreign
terrorist organization and conspiracy to commit murder in a
foreign country.

LateNiteHumor
Thursday, January 7, 2010
Homer Simpson’s Top
Ten Things He’s Learned
From The Last 20 Years of
Television
10. Better to be bald than have a
hairpiece like Letterman
9. Do not buy sushi from the
Home Shopping Network
8. Thanks to itunes, now you
can get free TV shows for 99
cents
7. Widesceen televisions were
invented to accommodate Keith
Olbermann’s enormous head
6. Sadly, “Cougar Town” is not
a show about people getting
attacked by giant cats
5. Sitting close to the TV is a
cheap alternative to a tanning
salon
4. No one on Earth is funnier
than Howie Mandel
3. There is no good way to tell
your spouse you want to go on
“Wife Swap”
2. Ever notice all morning
weathermen are as fat as a
dump truck?
1. Television is not a vast wasteland, it’s a cesspool.

No major damage in 6.5 Calif. quake
EUREKA, Calif. (AP) - Residents of a Northern
California county gingerly cleaned up Sunday after the
area dodged a catastrophe, escaping a 6.5 magnitude
earthquake with little more than bumps, cuts and
broke glass.
Eureka’s Bayshore Mall had entrances blocked off as
engineers surveyed for damage. Area bridges suffered
some bent rails, and local stores reported messy aisles
where bottles and jars flew from shelves and shattered,
authorities said.
But the Saturday afternoon temblor‚ centered in
the Pacific about 22 miles west of Ferndale‚ caused no
major injuries, only limited structural damage and just
a few hours where thousands of residents were without
power.
“I think we can attribute some of this to being
prepared,” said Phil Smith-Hanes, Humboldt County
spokesman. “Folks in this area are used to living in
earthquake country.”
The quake’s location‚ offshore, deep under the ocean
and away from urban areas‚ helped the region escape
relatively unscathed what could have been a major
disaster. A quake of similar size‚ 6.7 magnitude‚ killed
72 people and caused $25 billion in damage in 1994 in
the Los Angeles area.
Rick Littlefield, owner of Eureka Natural Foods,
said earthquakes are “part of the rules of the game up
here.”
The quake left some of the grocery store’s aisles
ankle-deep in broken bottles, jars and spilled goods,
a loss Littlefield estimated at about $20,000. But the
shelves were bolted in place, so they didn’t topple. A
generator kept power going.
When the temblor hit Saturday afternoon, there
were about 150 people shopping, he said.
“A lot of customers freaked,” he said Sunday morning. “People just dropped what they had‚ in the checkstand even. People who were in the middle of a transaction just bailed and left their stuff.”
But no one was hurt, and damage was limited to
some easy-to-fix cracks on the floor. Littlefield kept his
sense of humor as he tried to tackle the sticky mess in
the shampoo and juice aisles with a wet/dry vacuum
that was soon overflowing with bubbles.
At least, he said, “it smelled really good.”
Power outages were widespread, affecting about
25,000 customers initially, but a quick response
restored electricity to all by early Sunday morning,
said David Eisenhauer, a spokesman for Pacific Gas &
Electric Co.
The utility company was surveying gas lines by
helicopter and on foot, but no leaks had been reported,
Eisenhauer said. The company’s former nuclear power
plant outside Eureka did not suffer any damage.
“Our crews worked very quickly,” he said. “We prac-

EUREKA NATURAL FOODS employees Joshua Hylton, right, and Brendan Killeen clean up the wine section as
a back-up generator provides power after an earthquake struck on Saturday, Jan. 9, 2010 in Eureka, Calif. AP Photo

tice for this type of event, this type of emergency. We
have earthquake plans; they were put in place and went
very smoothly.”
California Department of Transportation crews
out surveying roads and bridges, first by flashlight
and then in broad daylight, had found no significant
damage and no accidents attributed to the quake
by Sunday morning, said Stan Woodman, Caltrans
maintenance manager for the district encompassing
Humboldt county.
Woodman felt the quake at his home in
McKinleyville‚ “It was rocking and rolling,” he said.
But the only consequences for transportation infrastructure have been some bent rails on bridges and
slight settling by an inch or two of approach ramps, he
said.
Emergency room doctors at Eureka’s St. Joseph
Hospital stayed busy Saturday night. Several people
showed up with cuts and bruises, with the most serious
injury being to an elderly patient who fell and broke a
hip, said Laurie Watson-Stone, a spokeswoman for the
146-bed hospital.
But no major injuries were reported overnight, in
spite of several aftershocks that rumbled through the
region for several hours, some with magnitude as high
as 4.5.

Two lanes of traffic were blocked downtown, where
a brick-and-mortar building sustained some damage,
but no debris spilled into the street. An entire block
was closed to traffic in front of the Eureka theater,
where the four-story tall 1930s Art Deco marquee is
visibly cracked and tilted toward the street.
The worst destruction reported by Sunday was to
a wood-frame house in a residential sector of the city.
The light green home shifted off its foundation and
collapsed into the crawl space below, splintering the
stairs leading to the front porch. A window broken in
the quake was boarded up.
At Bayshore Mall, where the shaking loosened
some ceiling tiles, broke shop windows and lights, and
knocked merchandise about, engineers were surveying
for structural problems, said Mitch Metheny, operations manager for General Growth Properties, which
owns the mall.
Sprinklers caused a fair amount of water damage,
but initial inspections did not reveal deeper trouble, he
said. Tenants likely won’t be allowed in until Monday,
and the stores will probably remain closed to customers for a few days longer, he said.
As in much of the town, he said, the mall suffered “a
lot of minor damage‚ pervasive but minor.”

Missing woman’s husband moving to Washington

JOSHUA POWELL listens as Kirk Graves, his brother in law, (not pictured) speak
during a news conference at West View Park Saturday Dec. 12, 2009. AP Photo

WEST VALLEY CITY, Utah (AP) —
The husband of a missing Utah woman
was moving out of the couple’s home in
a Salt Lake City suburb to Washington

state Saturday, and police said they
couldn’t prevent the move.
West Valley City Police have named
Josh Powell the only person of interest

in the Dec. 7 disappearance of Susan
Powell, but he has not been named a
suspect.
“We cannot and are not limiting his
ability to move freely,” police Capt. Tom
McLachlan told The Associated Press on
Saturday.
Susan Powell has been missing since
Dec. 7. She was last seen by her husband,
who said he left on a winter camping
trip with the couple’s children at about
12:30 a.m. that day.
“He has not been cooperating with us
very much up to this point,” McLachlan
said. He said they’re watching the move,
“and we’re interested in it, but we can’t
prevent it.”
McLachlan declined to comment on
whether his department has been in
contact with Washington state authorities.
Asked by reporters if he wanted
to say anything before he briefly left
his home around noon Saturday, Josh
Powell replied “no.” Powell has not said
specifically where he is moving. His
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father and Susan Powell’s parents live in
Puyallup, a city south of Seattle where
the couple met.
Powell’s sister, Jennifer Graves, told
KUTV on Friday that she was disappointed about her brother’s decision to
move.
“We are supposed to be focused on
trying to find Susan and I think his
place is here with us in Salt Lake, looking for Susan,” she said.
Friends said Powell has been fired as
a computer programmer for a trucking
and warehousing company and may be
financially unable to keep the home.
“Without a normal income and
Susan’s income, there’s no way he can
hang onto the house,” neighbor Ron
Stagg, who helped with the move, told
the Deseret News.
Following Susan Powell’s disappearance, friends and family said the couple
were having marital difficulties and
undergoing counseling. Court records
show the couple had declared bankruptcy.
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Next School Year
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New doctoral track in literacy and language 2010 expected
receives U.S. Department of Education grant to be year of
unemployment
The Department of Special Education and
Rehabilitation’s Web site states that those who receive
financial assistance for the program must agree to a service obligation, which requires those students to work in
A new multidisciplinary doctoral program track
this field of study after graduation – two years for every
in language and literacy has been announced at USU
year of assistance offered.
through the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and
While the grant helps fund the program, the new docHuman services.
toral track relies on existing departmental funds. Slocum
The program is supported by a grant from the U.S.
said he already develops courses
Department of Education. The
for his department, and the grant
new track is part of the Disability
mostly provides student support,
Disciplines Doctoral Program.
“There’s a challenge of
plus a little faculty support.
Timothy Slocum, chair of
teaching literacy to kids
According to the Department
the USU Disability Disciplines
who
struggle.”
of
Special
Education and
Doctoral Track, said the purpose
Rehabilitation’s
Web site, the proof the program is to “prepare
gram is “a blend of coursework,
future faculty members to
– Timothy Slocum, chair of a preliminary exam, internships,
research and teach on topics of
the USU Disability Disciplines professional products and a dispromoting literacy and language
Doctoral Program sertation.”
for students with disabilities.”
Slocum said doctoral students
There is a lot of research taking
within the program should expect
place that helps faculty learn how
focused coursework on language
to help students with learning disand
literacy
as
well
as
a
broader background such as
abilities, and Slocum said it is important to continue that
research methods. Students will work closely with a menresearch and that practitioners are up to date on these
tor in all of the critical areas expected of professors, he
effective teaching methods.
said, including research, presenting results in scholarly
The program pulls in faculty and courses from the
departments of special education and communicative dis- conferences, teaching university classes, supervising
orders and deaf education. Ronald Gillam, director of the students, grant writing and writing research results for
doctoral program in speech-language pathology, said spe- professional publications.
Gillam said five new classes have been developed,
cial-education workers and speech-language pathologists
which
deal with language development, language disorwork closely together in public schools. In most universiders and literacy difficulties, for children with learning
ties, however, departments of communication disorders
disabilities.
are separate from departments of special education. This
Graduates of the program will leave with a marketable
new program will educate students in both areas.
career,
because of the need for teachers with this specialThe grant created five scholarships. The department
ization, Slocum said.
will begin awarding some of the scholarships this month
“There’s challenges of teaching literacy to kids who
and some of the scholarships will also be awarded fall
struggle,”
Slocum said. “It’s very exciting and it’s a difsemester. Slocum said the scholarships provide recipients
ficult
project,
but the rewards are tremendous. It’s so
with free tuition, a $20,000 stipend, support for educaimportant to these kids’ lives.”
tional materials such as books and research supplies,
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu
expense coverage for at least one professional conference a
year and student health insurance.
By RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor

PoliceBlotter
Saturday, Dec. 19
• USU Police responded to assist North
Park Police on a report of a prowler near the
Innovation Campus. The subject was not located
and no problems were found with the building
that the subject was reported to be hiding by.
Sunday, Dec. 20
• USU Police took a report of a hit-and-run vehicle accident that occurred in the Housing and
Facilities parking lot. A parked white truck was
hit in the parking lot and the suspect vehicle left
the scene. Police are investigating.
• USU Police responded to Richards Hall for several individuals drinking alcohol in their apartment. One individual was arrested for minor in
possession of alcohol. The individual was issued
a citation and released at the scene.
Monday, Dec. 21
• USU Police responded to the Energy Plant for
a suspicious incident. Employees of the plant
informed police that they had received two suspicious phone calls. Police are investigating.
• Someone reported that there was a baby in the
back seat of a car in the terrace parking lot that
was unattended. When police arrived they discovered that the infant’s father was in a vehicle
right next to the one the baby was in and he had
been watching the sleeping baby all along.
• USU Police responded to a report of a hit-andrun accident in the Aggie Village west lot. Police
are investigating.
Tuesday, Dec. 22
• USU Police responded to the Fieldhouse for a
complaint on a violation of a stalking injunction.
The individuals involved were not aware of each
other in the building. One of the subjects left as
soon as it was discovered they were both in the
building.
• USU Police responded to a report of two bicyclists using a snow pile to become airborne.
Police advised the individuals of the bicycle
policy for campus. Police warned both individuals, as it was their first offense.
Friday, Dec. 25
• USU Police responded to Mountain View
Tower on a fire alarm. This alarm was caused
by a resident burning some food in the lounge
microwave. The alarm was silenced and reset.
Saturday, Dec. 26
• USU Police assisted a USU student with engine
troubles with his vehicle.

• USU Police responded to a residence near 1700
North and 1500 East to assist North Park Police
with a possible dispute in progress. Upon arrival
police separated the individuals while investigating the incident. Police arrested one individual
for criminal mischief and removed him from the
scene.
• USU Police responded to assist North Park
Police with a suspicious vehicle in the parking
lot of the InTech Collegiate High School on the
Innovation Campus. No vehicles were located in
the area. Police cleared from the scene.
Sunday, Dec. 27
• USU Police assisted the North Park Police
Department on a family dispute in North Logan.
• USU Police responded to Davis Hall for a fire
alarm. The alarm was set off by a student cooking food. The alarm was reset.
Monday, Dec. 28
• USU Police responded to a medical assist at
the bottom of Old Main Hill. The individual was
transported to the hospital by emergency medical services.
• USU Police responded to a stray dog at the
USU Trailer Court. The dog, a German shorthair, was returned to its owner.
• USU Police responded to a suspicious odor in
Moen Hall involving possible drug use. Upon
arrival police determined that the soda cans
found by the complainant contained cigarette
ashes. Police advised the complainant of the
findings and cleared the area.
Tuesday, Dec. 29
• USU Police responded to the Quad for a report
of a bonfire. Upon arrival officers located the
fire east of Old Main. Somebody had placed several Christmas trees in the middle of the Quad
and set them on fire. Officers put the trees in the
snow to put out the burning embers. Police are
investigating.
Wednesday, Dec. 30
• USU Police assisted North Park Police on a
domestic dispute with physical violence in North
Logan. Once police arrived and investigated,
it was determined some kids were wrestling in
their living room and no assault had occurred.
Thursday, Dec. 31
• USU Police assisted the Logan City Police
Department with a intoxicated individual at
the Oak Ridge Apartment complex. Logan City
Police issued a citation to the individual for
minor in possession of alcohol.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Brace
for a year of stubbornly high unemployment.
Gripped by uncertainty over
the economic recovery, employers
chopped 85,000 jobs last month,
and difficulty finding work helped
chase more than half a million
people out of the job market.
The unemployment rate held
steady at 10 percent. It did not
creep higher only because so many
people stopped looking for work
and are technically not counted as
unemployed.
But the jobless rate is likely to
rise in coming months as more
people see signs of an improving
economy and start looking for
work again. Some economists think
it could near 11 percent, which
would be the highest since World
War II, by June.
The Labor Department’s monthly jobs report suggested employers
will remain wary about hiring and
skeptical of the economy recovery.
Just Friday, UPS said it would cut
nearly 2,000 white-collar jobs.
“It is a wait-and-see attitude,”
said Stuart Hoffman, chief economist at PNC Financial Services
Group.
The economy is growing, but
too weakly to persuade employers
to ramp up hiring. Growth has to
be robust to drive down the jobless
rate, especially as more people start
looking for work.
Complicating the recovery are
remnants of the recession.

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911
Friday, Jan. 1
• Police filed a report of a simple assault case
that occurred on Old Main Hill. Complainant
informed the police that a white male, approximately in his 40s wearing blue jeans and a tan
snow jacket, kicked an 11-year-old boy in the
back. Witnesses said the male then quickly
drove off in a white suburban truck. Anyone
with information on the truck or the suspect can
call the USU Police Department.
Sunday, Jan. 3
• USU Police assisted the Logan City Police
Department on a citizen dispute at a house
party. One adult male was arrested by Logan
City Police on an outstanding warrant and was
taken to the Cache County Jail.
• USU Police responded to the Engineering Lab
for a damaged property report. Upon arrival
officers located a bookcase that had the glass
broken out of the front. Nothing was taken from
the bookcase.
Monday, Jan. 4
• USU Police responded to Aggie Village for a
noise complaint. Upon arrival officers were able
to locate both parties involved. Police informed
both parties that they should act like adults and
take responsibility for their own actions. Both
parties agreed and said they would file a complaint against each other with Housing in the
morning.
• USU Police responded to a medical call on Old
Main Hill near 700 East. A female USU student
was sledding with multiple friends when she hit
a tree while on her sled. The female was transported to Logan Regional Hospital by the Logan
Fire Department.
Tuesday, Jan. 5
• Police responded to the third floor of the
Biotechnology Center on a water leak. The leak
was coming from the heater that is attached to
the east wall of the building. Facilities was called
to fix the problem. There was no further action
taken.
• USU Police investigated a report of two
vehicles speeding and driving recklessly on East
Stadium Drive. Both drivers were contacted and
investigated.
Friday, Jan. 8
• USU Police was advised of a fraud that
occurred in Aggie Village.
-Compiled by Rachel A. Christensen

Briefs
Campus & Community

Art dept. starts
year with exhibit
A collection of paintings by
Christopher T. Terry, professor
in the department of art at USU,
are on public display in the art
department’s Studio 102 Gallery
at USU. The Studio 102 Gallery is
located in the northeast corner of
the Chase Fine Arts Center, and
the show runs through Jan. 22.
All are invited to a reception
for the artist from 5-7 p.m. at the
gallery Monday, Jan. 11.
The exhibition, “Paintings
from Germany,” presents work
done by Terry during the 20082009 academic year. The paintings
were created while Terry was on
sabbatical leave in Germany. Most
of his paintings are oil on canvas
and deal with the same kind of
mysterious and contemplative
subject matter that has been the
focus of Terry’s work for years.
In addition to the oil canvas
paintings, several spontaneous
works on paper are also showcased. The exhibit and Terry’s
work has been reviewed in “15
Bytes – Artists in Utah” (www.
artistsofutah.org/15bytes/10jan/
page4.html) by Shawn Rossiter.
Terry will give a brief lecture about the show at noon,
Wednesday, Jan. 13, in Studio 102.
This discussion is free and open
to the public.
The exhibition is part of the
year-long Crossing Boundaries
project presented by the art
department of the Caine School
of the Arts. For more information
about the exhibition or Crossing
Boundaries, contact the art
department at 797-3460.

Auditions held for
vaudeville performers
Unusual performers of all kinds
are needed by the American West
Heritage Center, a nonprofit organization devoted to celebrating and
preserving the heritage of our area,
for the second annual Victorian
Valentines Vaudeville Show, scheduled for Feb. 12 and 13. The event
also includes an optional gourmet
dinner, catered by Elements restaurant.
Vaudeville was a type of variety
show prevalent in the United States
and Canada from the early 1880s
until the early 1930s. Developing
from many sources, including
concert saloons, minstrelsy, freak
shows, dime museums and literary
burlesque, vaudeville became one
of the most popular types of entertainment in North America. Many
famous 20th century performers
originated on the vaudeville circuit,
including such celebrities as W. C.
Fields, Buster Keaton, The Three
Stooges and Abbott and Costello.
For more information, visit the
Heritage Center’s Web site, www.
awhc.org. To seek an audition for
the show, contact David Sidwell at
dsidwell@awhc.org. Reservations
for the dinner and show can be
made by contacting the Heritage
Center at 245-6050.

Olsen Skate Park
now closed Sundays
Due to low participation numbers, the Merlin Olsen Central
Park Ice Rink skate rentals, concessions and warming building
will be closed on Sundays beginning Jan. 10.
The rink is scheduled to be
open 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday and noon to 10
p.m. Saturday.
Hours are subject to change
based on weather conditions.
A limited number of ice skates
are available for rent for $3 per
pair. All rentals must be paid for
with cash. A driver’s licence, personal identification card or student ID must be left as a deposit
when renting skates.
For more information concerning this or other Logan Parks and
Recreation Department programs
or facilities call the department
at 716-9250, visit the office at 195
S. 100 West or visit the Web site,
www.loganutah.org.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Obama refocuses on jobs after weak labor report
WASHINGTON (AP) – His agenda altered
by the Christmas bombing attempt, President
Barack Obama pivoted back to the domestic
economy on Friday, promoting new U.S. spending to create tens of thousands of clean-technology jobs.
He outlined the initiative after a weak government jobs report raised new questions about
the sustainability of the recovery.
“It’s clear why such an effort is so important.
Building a robust clean energy sector is how we
will create the jobs of the future, jobs that pay
well and can’t be outsourced,” Obama said in
late-afternoon economic comments at the White
House.
Obama spoke after the Labor Department
said the U.S. jobless rate was unchanged at 10
percent in December, following a decline the
previous month. But the government’s broader
measure of unemployment – which includes
people who have stopped looking for work or
can’t find full-time jobs – ticked up 0.1 percentage point to 17.3 percent.
That, plus the larger-than-expected loss of
85,000 jobs in December, put new pressure on
the administration to step up job creation.
“The road to recovery is never straight,”
Obama said, although he added that the trend is
pointing toward an improving jobs picture.
Riveted for the past two weeks on terrorism,
the White House has been eager for a subject
change. And Friday’s remarks were an attempt
to return national attention to Obama’s domestic agenda, particularly jobs.
As long as the focus remains on terrorism,
Obama is vulnerable to criticism that he isn’t
aggressively addressing the jobs crisis – poten-

tially damaging politically for Democrats in this
year’s midterm elections. Polls show that jobs
are the No. 1 concern of Americans.
At the same time, the constant focus on the
botched Christmas Day attempt to blow up
an airliner bound for Detroit – and U.S. intelligence failures surrounding the episode – has
offered Republicans an easy opportunity to keep
pounding Obama for national security lapses.
The president used Friday’s release of the
unemployment numbers to try to turn the page.
Obama announced $2.3 billion in tax credits
– to be paid for from last year’s $787 stimulus
package – that he said would create some 17,000
“green” jobs. The money will go to projects
including solar, wind and energy management.
He also called for an additional $5 billion
in spending for clean energy manufacturing,
an idea being promoted by Vice President Joe
Biden.
Such initiatives are “an important step
toward meeting the goal I’ve set of doubling the
amount of renewable power we use in the next
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA finishes his statement to reporters about green jobs and manufacthree years with wind turbines and solar panels turing, Friday, Jan. 8, in the East Room of the White House in Washington. AP photo
built right here in the U.S. of A.,” Obama said.
He said over 180 projects in over 40 states
omy actually gained jobs in November, the first
listen to American families asking ‘where are
would receive the tax credits.
gain
in
two
years,
although
the
amount
was
tiny.
the jobs?’ and employers calling on Washington
Meanwhile, top White House economist
“We’re starting to see stabilization in
to scrap ... policies that are already costing jobs,”
Christina Romer cautioned against reading too
employment,”
Romer
said.
“Obviously,
the
next
Boehner said.
much into any one monthly jobs report, saying
step
is
job
growth,
we’re
thinking
we’re
going
to
After generating 23 million new jobs durthe numbers are volatile and subject to substansee
that
by
the
spring.”
ing
the 1990s, the economy is coming off a lost
tial revision.
House Republican Leader John Boehner of
decade, with no net increase in jobs. Even so,
“Real recoveries come in fits and starts
Ohio ridiculed Obama’s effort to rotate back to
losses have been moderating substantially since
and November was in some sense a start and
the
economy.
mid-2009 as the U.S. economy slowly recovers
December was a little bit of a fit,” Romer said in
“Instead
of
wildly
pivoting
from
one
issue
to
from its worst recession in decades.
an interview with The Associated Press.
the next, the Obama administration needs to
Government revisions showed that the econ-

Award: Farmer’s dedication earns recognition Malfunction forces emergency
-continued from page 1
enough funds to purchase 800 acres. After housing developments took 100 acres away from the 800, he used the
money from selling the 100 acres to purchase 8,000 acres
in Idaho. The farm’s crops are sold in various locations
throughout Utah, and the alfalfa is sold to dairy men in
California, Matthews said.
Graduate in agricultural systems, Matthews said he
knows getting his degree from an agricultural university has been a big contributing factor to his success as
a farmer. He met his wife while attending USU, he said.
Matthews’ nephew recently graduated from USU in agriculture and will be managing the farm in Grantsville.
Matthews said this way he will not have to commute three
hours between the two farms as often as he did the past
year.
Bailey said, “I’d say 50 percent of the people who win
the Young Farmer and Rancher Achievement Award are
from Utah State. Those who take the time to get an education have an advantage.”
Matthews said he is the sixth generation in his family
running the Grantsville farm and the third generation to
graduate from USU. He has been running his own farm
operation since he was 19 years old, he said.
“Just seeing the progress that you make, just watching
things grow is rewarding to me – taking a farm that maybe
wasn’t producing the best and turning that farm around to
where it’s sustainable,” Matthews said. “That’s what I enjoy

about farming the most is increasing my yields by using the
newest technology.”
Bailey said the application for the achievement award is
13 to 14 pages long. For most of the application, individuals are to describe their farming operations and the level
equity they have on the operation. This is because farmers
are usually in business with their family, Bailey said.
An important part of the application asks for financial
information, such as assets and income plan. Bailey said
this way the farm bureau has something to compare applicants’ financial progression to. Another crucial part of the
application looks for leadership experience.
“Farm bureau helps farmers through policy development and that can be done on so many different levels,”
Bailey said. “The idea is to get people engaged in the development of policy within their community. Whatever policy
is adopted by a community can have negative or positive
affects on people.”
A chapter for Young Farmers and Ranchers was established two years ago for USU students with dreams of
running a farm or ranch one day. Matthews said it is a stepping stone to becoming a successful farmer and rancher.
He said all those who want to participate may do so until
they are 35 years old and it is great for students who are in
the program to be able to compete.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu

SRO PRESENTS:

THE GRASCALS
The Ellen Eccles Theatre
January 21, 2010, 7:30p.m.
(doors open at 7:00pm)

2007 IBMA entertainers of the year and
2 time Grammy Nominees

THE GRASCALS
Buy any one regularly priced ticket
and get the second

FREE
along with a *FREE Kalua Pork upgrade
with the Purchase of a Pounder Plate!
Tickets can be purchased at:

www.centerforthearts.us or at
(435) 752-0026. Enter promo code: USU2for1
*valid January 10, 2010 thru February 10, 2010

landing at New Jersey airport

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) – A United Airlines jetliner landed Sunday without
one of its landing gear fully deployed, damaging its right wing after a frightening few moments for passengers, who were braced in the crash position
before an “unbelievably smooth” touchdown that drew cheers.
All 53 people aboard got off the plane safely.
Flight 634 from Chicago was approaching Newark Liberty International
Airport about 9 a.m. when the plane suddenly began ascending again, said
passenger Paul Wasylyszyn of Chicago.
The plane then began circling the airport, said Jim Falk of Middletown,
N.J., who was sitting near the front of the plane.
“Normally a big plane like that doesn’t do a bypass, so we knew something was wrong,” said Falk, 40.
The captain then came over the intercom, advising the 48 passengers
that there was “an issue” with one of the landing gears on the Airbus
319 and they were trying to fix it. The captain was composed about the
announcements, several passengers said, commending the crew for it.
“They did a great job,” Falk said of the captain and crew. “There was no
yelling, screaming, panicking or anything.”
Despite the problem, the mood was calm, even when passengers were
instructed to gird themselves for a crash, said Falk, who sent several text
messages to his wife about what was happening as she was on her way to
pick him up from the airport.
Passengers braced themselves in “the crash position,” Falk said.
Three minutes to landing, the passengers were told. And then:
“We went down the runway, however they did it,” Falk said of the landing.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Men’s hoops sees ups and downs over winter break
By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer
At the halfway mark of the Aggies’ men’s basketball season, inconsistent could be one word that best describes the team’s performance.
The Ags saw their 37 home-game winning streak come to an end and
have been virtually unable to win games against strong opponents
on the road. USU is 0-2 to begin Western Athletic Conference play for
only the second time in its five years of competing in the conference,
and although they won the Basketball Travelers Invitational, they have
yet to find their groove. Here’s a look at the Aggies wild ride over the
holiday break.
Dec. 5 – St Mary’s 68, Utah State 63
The St. Mary’s Gaels (6-1) broke the second longest home-winning
streak in the nation by defeating the Aggies, 68-63, just before the
winter break. The Aggies (4-3) had previously won 37 straight home
games before the loss.
The Gaels played hard and physical the whole game, and the Aggies
struggled to match them. There were 34 fouls called during the game
and both teams fought for every basket. And although the Aggies out
rebounded the Gaels, 38-41, coach Stew Morrill said the Aggies were
unable to rebound at key times. The Gaels scored 17 second chance
points, while the Aggies only managed eight.
“We had our chances,” senior guard Jared Quayle said. “That’s all I
can really say. We let it slip.”
Junior forward Pooh Williams led the Ags with 15 points on an
efficient 6-of-7 shooting from the field and 2-of-2 from beyond the
arc. Quayle finished the night with 13 points on 5-of-16 shooting and
pulled down a team-high nine rebounds.
St. Mary’s senior center Omar Samhan played a large role in the
Aggie’s defeat, hitting 10-of-18 shots for 22 points. While senior center
Ben Allen hit only 5-of-14 from the field, he nailed four 3-pointers on
the night.
“We got beat by a really good team tonight,” Morrill said. “They are
quite a bit better than us right now. Our guys played hard but not as
hard as we would like. If we’re going to compete in the WAC we’ve got
to get better.”
Dec. 12 – Utah Valley University 56, Utah State 87

The Aggies (5-3) began their home game winning streak by defeating the Utah Valley University Wolverines (4-5) in convincing fashion,
87-56.
The Aggies seemed to find their scoring touch against the Wolverines,
as they hit 59.6 percent of their shots from the field and 13-of-21 for a
61.9 percent performance from beyond the arc.
“You have to take what the defense gives you,” Morrill said. “I’m
sure they saw we were struggling to shoot the ball and that was their
philosophy going into the game. But with the amount of (three points)
we made, their game plan back fired on them a little bit.”
Williams led the Ags with 15 points and hit 3-of-4 from beyond
the 3-point line. Four other Aggies scored in double figures and three
other Aggies hit three treys. The Aggies also distributed the ball, while
dishing out 21 assists. Quayle and junior guard Tyler Newbold both
had five assists.
Newbold scored 11 points on the night, hitting 3-of-5 from the 3point range.
“When you get open shots you gotta knock them down,” Newbold
said. “In the games previous to this, I have had open looks like that, but
for some reason they wouldn’t go. My shots were falling tonight and it
feels good when that happens.”
Dec. 16 – Cal State Bakersfield 51, Utah State 68
The Aggies improved to 6-3 on the season by defeating the Cal
State Bakersfield Roadrunners, 68-51. The Aggies were able to stick to
Morrill’s plan, win the battle of the boards and play with energy.
“We knew we had to go out and get all the rebounds,” sophomore
forward Brady Jardine said. “It was written on the board to rebound
and play with energy, and I think we did that.”
Despite the Ags only shooting 42.2 percent from the field and a miserable 35.3 percent from the three, some other key factors helped USU
secure the victory against Cal State Bakersfield.
“It gives you a chance to win when you force turnovers and get
offensive rebounds even when you don’t shoot the ball as well,” Morrill
said.
The Aggies forced Cal State Bakersfield to commit 14 turnovers, while
committing a season low of five. USU pulled down a total of 15 offensive
rebounds. Junior forward Tai Wesley and Jardine recorded four apiece.
“It’s a comfortable win and it’s a team, quite honestly, that we should
beat,” Morrill said.
Dec. 18 – Long Beach State 75, Utah State 62

Aggie starter underwent minor heart surgery

Sophomore forward TJ Robinson scored 25 points on 8-of-9 shooting,
and sophomore guard Casper Ware chipped in 19 points to lead the
Long Beach State 49ers (6-4) over the Utah State Aggies (6-4), 75-62.
The Aggies won the battle of the boards and committed fewer turnovers than the 49ers, but could not handle the athletic and energetic
play of Long Beach State. Wesley finished the night with 22 points,
recorded seven rebounds and scored nearly half of the Aggies’ field
goals.
“We only had one guy play really well tonight and that was Tai
Wesley,” Morrill said. “The thing we lacked tonight was any energy …
any emotion … any togetherness. All those things you have to have on a
basketball team, we didn’t have tonight.”
Neither team played particularly well in the first half, but the Aggies
found themselves down 31-28 at intermission. The 49ers shot 61.9
percent from the field and 50 percent from beyond the arc during the
second half and finished the night shooting 51 percent from the field
and 42.1 percent from the 3-point line.
Utah State allowed Long Beach to score more points than any other
opponent up to that point in the season. The Ags only managed 38.2
percent from the field and a dismal 20 percent from behind the 3-point
line.
“This was the worst road performance we’ve had by far,” Morrill said.
“When it rains, it pours. Everything you could imagine went bad.”
Aggie perimeter starters Williams, Newbold and Quayle combined to
hit 4-of-24 shots from the field. Newbold had a strong performance
against Cal State Bakersfield earlier in the week, scoring 13 points on 5of-10 from the field and 3-of-7 from 3-point range, but the Aggie guard
only managed two points both coming from the free-throw line.
“We’ve got to get more consistent performances,” Morrill said.
“We’re lacking a little bit of confidence. It’s hard to imagine why with
four starters of a 30-win team, but we are lacking confidence.”
Dec. 29 – Western Oregon 42, Utah State 78
The Aggies (10-4) used suffocating second half defense to put away
the Western Oregon Wolves 78-42 Tuesday at the Spectrum. The
Division II Wolves shot 50 percent from the field in the first half and
caused the Aggies’ offense some flow problems with their match-up
zone defense.

- See BASKETBALL, page 6
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By MATT SONNENBERG
assistant sports editor

USU gridiron gets new name

The USU men’s basketball team received some
frightening news about its starting center Nate
Bendall. According to school officials, following the
November game against Northeastern University, the
junior big-man suffered from an accelerated heart rate
that resulted in him staying behind at a Boston-area
hospital, while the rest of the team made its regularly
scheduled trip back to Logan.
Bendall reportedly was short of breath in the later
part of the game against the Huskies and following the
game was still experiencing an unusually rapid heart
rate that resulted in him checking into the hospital
and undergoing subsequent testing upon arriving
back in Utah.
While the condition was found to be of no threat
to his life or playing career, Bendall chose to have
minor heart surgery on Dec. 23 to correct the heart
flutter causing the shortness of breath and elevated
heart rate. Bendall missed two game games during
the recovery time, which was expected span seven
to 10 days, before returning to action. In the games
against Weber State and Western Oregon, sophomores Modou Niang and Brady Jardine filled the void
left by Bendall’s absence, by each recording their toptwo highest single-game point totals of their careers.
Bendall’s recovery time went as expected, as he was
back on the court in time for Utah State’s opening
game of Western Athletic Conference play on Jan. 2 at
New Mexico State.
– matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu

LOGAN, UTAH (AP) – The playing field inside
Utah State University’s Romney Stadium will be
renamed Merlin Olsen Field, university president
Stan Albrecht and Athletic Director Scott Barnes
announced Saturday.
“Merlin has carried the Aggie banner
throughout his life,” Albrecht said in making the
announcement. “I can think of no one that has
had the impact in so many different arenas as
has Merlin. He has touched and influenced millions, not just through his success in the athletic
and entertainment fields, but through personal
generosity and humanitarian sevice. In addition,
he’s always been an Aggie voice.”
Barnes said during the official dedication
of Merlin Olsen Field, which will take place in
the fall of 2010, a larger-than-life statue will be
unveiled in a plaza south of the stadium. The
bronze statue of Olsen will be sculpted by Blair
Buswell, who has sculpted busts of 60 members
of the Pro Football Hall of Fame, as well as other
athletes and entertainers.
Barnes acknowledged the Olsen’s health is failing and that the timing of the anouncement took
Olsen’s condition into consideration.
“Mr. Olsen’s health is not good,” Barnes said
to media members prior to a halftime ceremony.
“So we thought we might take an early-season
basketball game to let a full house of Aggies share
in the recognition.”

JUNIOR CENTER NATE BENDALL
watched from the sideline for two games, while
recovering from minor heart surgery. PATRICK
ODEN photo

Though not speaking at the halftime announcement, Olsen stated in prepared remarks released
by USU: “Susan and I and the entire Olsen family
are pleased and excited at the announcement that
the playing field will be renamed Merlin Olsen
Field. I share this special honor with great coaches
and teammates. Remembering those days brings
to min some of the happiest and most productive
days of my life.”
During Olsen’s junior and senior seasons,
Utah State had a combined 18-3-1 record and
were Skyline Conference co-champions, playing in back-to-back bowl games. USU finished
the 1961 season ranked 10th in the nation, the
highest ever for a USU team. Olsen was also a
three-time academic All-American and won the
Outland Trophy as the nation’s outstanding interior defensive lineman.
Olsen was the third overall pick in the 1962
NFL draft and became a member of the Los
Angeles Rams and the so-called “Fearsome
Foursome.” He was named to a record 14 Pro
Bowls and missed only two games in his NFL
career.
Olsen received an extended standing ovation
from 10,000-plus fans in the Dee Glenn Smith
Spectrum Saturday night. Barnes ended the ceremony by saying, “From this night forward, when
our Aggie football team takes the field, it will be
Merlin Olsen Field.”
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Lady Ags off to best start
since 1975-’76 season
By DAN FAWSON
staff writer
Dec. 12 – Idaho State 63, Utah State 58
After a Dec. 5, 56-53 loss to Idaho State in the Arizona State
Tournament, the Lady Aggies traveled to Pocatello, Idaho, and
dropped another close call to the Bengals, 63-58. Utah State, which
fell to 3-4 and below .500 for the first time all season, held an 11point lead with 10:31 left in the second half, but a 17-3 ISU run
keyed by three 3-pointers from guard Devin Diehl put the Bengals
up for good. The Aggies were led by junior guards Amber White
and LaCale Pringle-Buchanan, who both dropped in 14 points.
Dec. 14 – North Dakota State 46, Utah State 58
A dominant defensive performance helped the Aggies snap
a three-game losing streak against North Dakota State, 58-46.
Senior forward Nicole Johnson and redshirt freshman center
Banna Diop each tallied five blocked shots, as Utah State held the
Bison to 31 percent shooting from the field. White led the Aggies
in scoring for the second-straight game, dropping in 13 points in a
team-high 33 minutes.
Dec. 19 – BYU 61, Utah State 48
Utah State suffered its first home loss of the season, coming up
short against in-state rival BYU, 61-48. After shooting 52 percent
from the field in the first half en route to 31-30 halftime lead, the
Lady Aggies went a miserable 4-21 from the field in the second
half and 0-7 from the 3-point line. White was the only Aggie who
scored in double figures, putting in 12 points as she led the team
in scoring for the third-straight game. The loss dropped the Aggies
below .500 (4-5) for the second time this season.
Dec. 21 – Weber State 51, Utah State 72
Two days removed from a difficult loss to BYU, do-it-all junior
guard Alice Coddington made sure the Aggies bounced back in
style. En route to 72-51 victory over Weber State, Coddington scored
13 points and inserted herself into the record books with a school
and Western Athletic Conference record 13 steals. Coddington was
one steal shy of tying the NCAA record. Coddington was aided by
a pair of senior teammates. Guard Tahara Williams led the team
with a career-high 15 points, and center Lydia Whitehead notched
a double-double with 14 points and 10 rebounds.
Dec. 23 – Southern Utah 44, Utah State 53

Behind a strong second-half performance, the Lady Aggies
picked up their second road win of the season, with a 53-44 victory over in-state foe Southern Utah. After going into the half with
a 25-21 lead, the Aggies surged out of the gates in the second half,
opening up a 17-point lead at the 11:45 mark. The T-Birds would
get no closer than nine for the rest of the game. White once again
led the Aggies with 10 points, while Williams and Coddington
both chipped in eight.
Dec. 31 – Utah Valley 45, Utah State 63
Balanced scoring and a strong performance from its bench
helped Utah State cruise to a 63-45 victory over Utah Valley,
extending its winning streak to three games. Pringle-Buchanan led
the Aggies with 14 points, and freshman guard Devyn Christensen
chipped in a career-high 12 points. The win marked the Aggies
third straight over an in-state opponent and helped the team fin- LACALE PRINGLE-BUCHANAN (ABOVE) and Alice
Coddington (below) helped lead the Aggies to a 7-2 record over the
ish with an impressive 4-1 record against the Beehive State.
winter break. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

Jan. 2 – UNLV 70, Utah State 78
The Aggies extended their winning streak to a season best four
games, with 78-70 win over UNLV. The 78 points marked a seasonhigh for Utah State, which was led by career-highs of 18 points
from both Williams and Pringle-Buchanan. Whitehead added 14
points and a team-high nine rebounds, while White was the fourth
Aggie scoring in double figures with 13 points. A strong defensive
performance saw the Aggies translate 22 Rebel turnovers into 31
points, overcoming a 36-34 halftime deficit and ending its nonconference season with an 8-5 record.
Jan. 6 – Louisiana Tech 66, Utah State 69
In perhaps its most important victory of the season, the Aggies
opened WAC play on the road with a 69-66 win over Louisiana
Tech. The game gave Utah State its fifth-straight win and was the
school’s first win over Louisiana Tech. It was also the team’s first
five-game winning streak in over 30 years. For the second-straight
game, the Aggies overcame a halftime deficit, 32-27, and did so
despite being out rebounded by an astounding 50-31. Four Aggies
scored in double figures, led by White’s 18 points and a team-high
eight rebounds. Coddington chipped in 15 points, Williams added
14 and Pringle-Buchanan came off the bench with 13.
Jan. 9 – San Jose State 54, Utah State 65

- See STREAK, page 7

High-powered offense led Ags to Invitational championship
plays to win the game … we shot the ball pretty well;
that was the difference.”
Bendall and Wesley were assigned the task of
containing Eagles junior forward Kenneth Faried,
who leads the team in points per game (16.8) and the
nation in rebounds per game (13). After Wesley got
into foul trouble it was Bendall who had the daunting task of guarding Faried one-on-one.
“I thought Nate Bendall may have had his best
game as an Aggie. He just played awfully well. He
scored it, he blocked some shots, he played good
defense,” said Morrill. ”We went away from doubling Faried, because we thought Nate could guard
him one-on-one and he did a pretty dang good job
of that.”
Dec. 22 – Cal State Fullerton 60, Utah State 83

THE MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM CELEBRATES with the Aggie faithful who attended the
three day-long tournament despite being on winter break. The Aggies beat each of the three teams it
faced to win the tournament. PATRICK ODEN photo

By TYLER HUSKINSON
staff writer
Dec. 21 – Morehead State 72, Utah State 79
Junior forwards Nate Bendall and Wesley scored
18 points each to lead the Aggies (7-4) over the
Morehead State Eagles (4-5) 79-72 in the Ags first
game of the Basketball Travelers Invitational at
the Spectrum. Sophomore forward Steve Peterson
scored 16 points to lead the Eagles and shot a perfect
7-of-7 from the field and 2-of-2 from 3-point range.

The Aggies, who had been averaging 46.1 percent
from the field, shot 56.5 percent and 50 percent
from the 3-point line against the Eagles. The Eagles
were equally impressive shooting 50.9 percent from
the field, out-rebounding the Aggies 28-26, forcing
the Aggies into more turnovers, and out-scoring the
Aggie bench 28-13.
“Our offense was better; and it had to be for us
to have a chance to win because we really struggled
to stop them in the second half,” said Morrill.
“Fortunately we made enough shots and enough

The Utah State Aggies (8-4) used a high-powered
offensive performance and stifling defense to blowout the Cal State Fullerton Titans (4-5) on day two of
the Basketball Travelers Invitational, 83-60.
Wesley led the Ags with 13 points and pulled down
seven rebounds. Williams, Bendall, and Quayle
scored 12 points apiece as Utah State finished the
night shooting 56.9 percent from the field and 60
percent from the 3-point line.
“We played really solid, first thing we had to go
and take care of the defensive end,” said Williams.
“Last night we didn’t have a great defensive game
like we wanted to. Once we start to play defense
everything starts to flow for us and I think the guys
are starting to realize that.” he said.
Sophomore forward Chin Orane led the Titans
with 15 points on the night and reserve guard Eric
Williams, who was the only other Titan to score in
double-digits, scored 10 points off the bench. The
Aggies held the Titans to 35.8 percent shooting
from the field and 36.8 percent from the 3-point
line. Titans starting point guard sophomore Jacques

Streeter, who scored 21 points against Weber State
Monday and who was a point of concern for Coach
Morrill, was held scoreless.
No Aggie played more than 30 minutes and only
two saw less than ten minutes. Every Aggie scored
with the exception of true freshman forward Tyrone
White.
Dec. 23 – Weber State 73, Utah State 85
Utah State received surprising career nights from
two sophomore reserves as the Aggies (9-4) defeated
the Weber State Wildcats (7-6) for the second time
this season, 85-73. With the win the Aggies claimed
the Basketball Travelers Invitational Championship
along with the Old Oquirrh Bucket. Aggie sophomore center Modou Niang scored 13 points and
pulled down seven rebounds while Jardine scored
eight points and recorded six rebounds.
Wesley led the Ags with 19 points, eight rebounds
and six assists. Wesley received the Invitational MVP
Award while Williams and Quayle were named
to the All-Tournament Team. Wesley impressively
stepped up his production during the Invitational,
averaging a little over 16 points and eight rebounds
per game. Quayle had 16 points, 14 coming in the
first half.
The Aggies continued their hot shooting and finish
the night at 50 percent from the field but only 38.5
percent from 3-point range. The Ags averaged more
than 50 percent from the floor during the three-day
tournament.
Sophomore guard Damian Lillard led the Wildcats
with 22 points and dished out five assists, while
sophomore forward Kyle Bullinger added 21 points
on 8-of-11 shooting from the floor and a perfect 3-of3 from beyond-the-arc.

- See GOSSNER CLASSIC, page 7

Basketball: Aggies off to slow conference start, 0-2
-continued from page 5

The Ags, however, held the Wolves to 19.2 percent shooting from the floor and a low 10 percent
from the 3-point range in the second half. The
Wolves finished the night 34.6 percent shooting
from the field and 22 percent from beyond the arc.
The Ags dominated the boards on both ends of the
court and out rebounded the Wolves, 42-24.
“The first half we weren’t aggressive enough on
defense,” Newbold said. “The second half we picked
it up. Coach Morrill let us know at halftime what was
going on and it wasn’t acceptable.”
Newbold finished the night with his first career
double-double, 11 points and a game-high 11
rebounds.
“It’s always been a goal of mine to get a doubledouble,” he said. “At the beginning of the season
I wasn’t doing as good of a job on rebounding as I
wanted to. I’ve just been going really hard lately and
it’s been paying off. “
The Ags held the Wolves’ leading scorer, senior
forward Matt Schmidt, to four points on the night.
Sophomore guard Blaire Wheadon and senior forward Rico Myles were the only two Wolves to reach

double-digit scoring, with 10 and 12 points, respectively.
Quayle scored 18 points in 19 minutes on 5-of-6
shooting from the field and a perfect 4-of-4 from
3-point range and recorded three assists and five
rebounds to go with his game-high point total.
Wesley scored 14 points and had six rebounds and
four blocks.
Jan. 2 – New Mexico 55, Utah State 52
Jonathan Gibson scored a game-high 19 points,
including the final two of the game, to lead New
Mexico State to a hard-fought 55-52 win against
USU in the Western Athletic Conference opener for
both teams.
New Mexico State snapped USU’s three-game losing streak with the win and improves to 8-6 on the
season, while Utah State falls to 10-5 overall with
the loss.
Wesley led Utah State with 14 points and nine
rebounds, while Newbold had 12 points and four
boards.

Utah State trailed by 11 at 53-42 with 6:52 to play
before it chipped away at the deficit and got within
one point on William’s 3-pointer – 53-52 with 47
seconds to play. NMSU pushed a lead back to three
on a 15-foot jumper from Gibson to give the home
team a three-point advantage with 17 seconds left
in the game. On the ensuing possession, Williams
missed a contested 3-pointer at the top of key with
five seconds to play to end the game.
Utah State finished the game with a 47.9 shooting
percent from the field and 23.1 percent from 3-point
range. USU out rebounded NMSU, 31-26, but committed 15 turnovers in the game as compared to 10
for New Mexico State. New Mexico State shot 42.9
percent for the game (21-49), including 37.5 percent
from behind the arc (6-16) and 70.0 percent at the
free-throw line.
Jan. 4 – La. Tech 82, Utah State 60
Magnum Rolle had game highs with 21 points and
14 rebounds to lead Louisiana Tech to an easy 82-60
win against Utah State.

Bendall led the Aggies with 14 points, six rebounds
and four blocks, while Newbold added eight points,
six rebounds and two steals.
Jamel Guyton added 17 points for Louisiana Tech
on 7-of-9 shooting, while Kyle Gibson scored 16
points. Olu Ashaolu and David Jackson each scored
11 points for the Bulldogs.
USU is 10-6 on the season and 0-2 in league play
with the loss. It is the second time in its five years in
the WAC that USU has begun league play with a 0-2
record, as it also began the 2006-’07 season with a
pair of road losses.
Leading 34-20, Louisiana Tech began the second
half on a 14-2 run and led 48-22 with more than 16
minutes to play in the game. La Tech took its largest
lead of the game at 61-28 with 12:46 remaining.
Utah State finished the game shooting 43.1 percent
from the field (25-58) and made just 3-of-13 3-pointers (.231). USU was dominated on the glass, 40-27.
Louisiana Tech shot 53.3 percent overall, including
50 percent from behind the arc (7-of-14).
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
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USU athletics still plenty games left to play
By CONNOR JONES
sports editor
And so it is, another fall semester of Aggie
athletics behind us, and although the hard
hits of football, great saves of soccer, clutch
putts of golf, thunderous kills of volleyball,
long rallies of tennis and demanding runs
of cross country are over, the 2009-’10 Aggie
sports scene is far from over.
While much of the student body stepped
away from Cache Valley for nearly a month,
the Aggie athletes competing in spring
sports were preparing and competing for the
upcoming season.
The men’s and women’s basketball teams
will continue their quest for postseason play
well into the spring semester. With a record
of 9-5, the women are off to their best starts
since the 1978-’79 season, when they went
7-1, and the men coming into their 105th
season of play with 10 straight postseason
appearances, there’s no reason to to doubt
that either team will miss out on postseason
opportunities this year. Restructure this last
sentence. Or you can delete “a record of 9-5”
and keep it.
After three days since returning to
classes, the Aggie gymnastics team starts
its competitive season, traveling to Mount

Pleasant Michigan to compete with Central
Michigan on Jan. 15. Second-year head
coach Jeff Richards is chomping on the
bit to improve, after his premiere as head
coach with last year’s team record of 1-19
overall, including 0-9 in Western Athletic
Conference play. Richards has a young team
with only one senior, Heather Heinrich, this
year. Heinrich is one of nine returning gymnasts, who include juniors Lyndsie Boone,
Jackie Dillon and Chelsea Marquardt, along
with sophomores Brandie Dickson, Rachel
Flessner, Haley Hogan, Rebecca Holliday
and Erica Huelsmann. Returning freshmen
are Amanda Corn from Smithfield, Amelia
Montoya from Mission Viejo, Calif., and
Amanda Watamaniuk from Centerville,
Ohio.
On the diamond this spring will be firstyear USU head coach Carissa Millsap-Kalaba,
who came to Logan after spending five seasons with NAIA’s, Biola University in La
Mirada, Calif. At Biola, she had a .606 winning percentage (143-93) and averaged just
under 29 wins per year. Not only has MillsapKalaba proved herself as a winning coach,
but in her day she was also quite the player,
playing for Hofstra from 1996-’97 and UCLA
from 1998-’99, which is when the Bruins won
the Women’s College World Series. Last year’s
coach, Candi Letts, was released after three

seasons as USU’s head coach with a 41-107
career record. She went 10-37 in her final
season. This year’s squad has seven seniors
on the roster, giving the Aggies some players
with experience and allowing Millsap-Kalaba
to begin building the future of Aggie softball
with recruiting after this season.
One of the most consistently great programs
at USU is the men’s and women’s track and
field teams. After last season’s school recordsetting 20 athletes qualifying for NCAA
West Regional Championship, the Aggies are
returning many of those qualifiers and are
looking forward to another successful season. The Aggies had two athletes, John Strang
and Clint Silcock, named as All-American’s
in last year’s indoor season. And while Strang
graduated with many indoor and outdoor
WAC records, Silcock is returning for his
junior season. After high jumping 7 feet
in last month’s Blue and White Challenge,
Silcock is looking for another great season.
USU’s men are looking to repeat last year’s
WAC outdoor title, while the women are hoping to improve from last year’s fourth-place
campaign.
With a fresh semester of classes, relationships, homework and teachers, Aggie spring
sports has another potentially great season
ahead of them.
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu

SOPHOMORE GYMNAST RACHEL FLESSNER goes through her routine during the team’s annual Blue and White competition on
Dec. 19, 2009. Flessner and her team look to improve on last season’s 1-19 record. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

Streak: Women’s basketball wins six straight games
-continued from page 6

The win streak continues, while the poor first half performances
do not. Utah State built a comfortable 40-25 halftime lead en
route to a 65-54 win over San Jose State. The win is the Aggies’
sixth straight and moves them to 2-0 in WAC play. White led the
Aggies with 18 points for the second-straight game, and PringleBuchanan chipped in another 13-point performance off the bench.
Stat-stuffer Coddington led the Aggies with seven assists to go

along with 10 points, four rebounds and four steals. Whitehead
dominated the defensive end of the floor, grabbing a season-high
14 rebounds and blocking five Spartan shots. Utah State will look
to continue its win streak and remain undefeated in WAC play
when it welcomes Nevada to Logan Wednesday.
– majerusforpresident@yahoo.com

Gossner Classic: Ags sweep annual tournament
-continued from page 6
“Offensively we made some
progress. It’s nice to be home
obviously. We were real aggressive in this tournament and
shot some high percentages and
scored some points and all those
things are very positive for us,”
said Coach Morrill.
The Aggies dedicated the
win to Bendall who did not play
after undergoing a heart procedure earlier that day called a
heart ablation in order to treat
an atrial flutter. Bendall had
troubles with his heart earlier
in the season, staying overnight
in a hospital in Boston with the
team trainer after the Aggies
lost to Northeastern.
“We talked a lot about going
and giving our all for Nate,
because Nate is a big part of
our team. This was a special
one for Nate, because we didn’t
have him. I think Modou, Brady,
and Matt stepped up real big for
us; especially Modou, he filled
those shoes…just unbelievable,”
said Wesley.
“They said that before we went
out for the game, ‘this one’s for
Nate,’ that’s a pretty good deal,”
said Morrill, who was equally
impressed with the performance
of Niang and Jardine.
“What a great thing to see a
couple of guys that don’t normally get that many minutes
play so well. Modou and Brady
just took up the slack for us not
having Nate Bendall. We needed
to have somebody step up like
that,” said Morrill.
Niang’s 13-point performance

in 24 minutes of play was punctuated with a turn-a-round
fade-away jumper and the foul
over Weber State forward Darin
Mahoney that brought the crowd
to their feet with 3:26 remaining
in the game. Prior to the Weber
State game Niang had been averaging 2.9 points and 7.1 minutes
per game.
”I’m not completely stupid,”
said Morrill of Niang’s performance, “if I’d seen what I saw
tonight in practice he would
have been playing more. But he’s
gotta build on that. I think that
will really help his confidence.”
With only 25 seconds left in
regulation Morrill put in junior
forward Matt Formisano so that
Niang could receive some recognition from the Aggie faithful.
“I told him that it’s not very
often that I go out of my way
to get a guy a standing o from
the crowd. He deserved that.
That is usually for your Jaycee
Carrolls or your Wilkinsons or
somebody that has started and
played so well. He just did a
great job. It says a lot for him
that his opportunity was today
and he took advantage of it,”
said Morrill.
“All things point to it being
fine,” said Morrill of Bendall’s
recovery. “Seven to ten days is
what they’re saying. We definitely need him practicing, back,
and ready for league play.”
According to Morrill things
are looking up for the Aggies as
the season progresses.
“I think we are getting better.

We gotta take that aggression
that we played with in this tournament on the road next time
we go out. We’re starting to get

roles defined and we’re getting
better,” said Morrill.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

REDSHIRT SOPHOMORE MODOU NIANG works against
a Weber State defender on Dec. 23. Niang finished the night with
13-points in 24 minutes of play. PATRICK ODEN photo

USU BARBERSHOP
Inside the Taggart Student Center
Next to the Bookstore

797-1648

Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-4pm

Come on in and get a haircut!

$5 OFF $2 OFF
Any Color
Service

A Haircut

Valid with select stylists only.
Not valid with other offers.
Must have coupon. Expires 1-31-2009

Valid with select stylists only.
Not valid with other offers.
Must have coupon. Expires 1-31-2009
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24/7, easy to use, easy to
find, easy on the wallet.
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StatesmanBack Burner

Monday

Jan. 11
-HURD Week
-Men’s basketball vs. Hawaii,
Spectrum, 7 p.m.

Today is Monday, Jan.
11, 2010. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Olympia Brewer, junior
in deaf education, from
Perry, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: On
this day in 1935, in
the first flight of its
kind, American aviator
Amelia Earhart departs
Wheeler Field in
Honolulu, Hawaii, on
a solo flight to North
America. The next day,
after traveling 2,400
miles in 18 hours,
she safely landed at
Oakland Airport in
Oakland, Calif.

Monday, Jan. 11, 2010

Tuesday

Jan. 12
-HURD Week
-Student recital, Twain Tippetts Hall,
7 p.m.

Wednesday

Jan. 13

-HURD Week
-MLK vigil, TSC Ballroom
-Women’s basketball vs. Nevada,
Spectrum, 7 p.m.
-Student recital, Performance Hall, 7
p.m.
-Men’s basketball at Nevada, 9 p.m.

Student info

You need to know....

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

The Registrar’s Office would
like to remind everyone of
the following dates: Jan. 15
is the last day to add without
instructor’s signature, tuition
and fee payments are due. Jan.
16 is Registration Purge. Jan. 18
is Martin Luther King Jr. Day
and no classes will be held. Jan.
22 tuition and fee payments are
due.

Cache Valley Comedy Night
presented by LOL Productions will
be held Feb. 26 from 8-10 p.m. at
the Ellen Eccles Theatre. Compete
to be the funniest person in Cache
Valley and win prizes. It’s free to
compete, contact Dustin at 801814-8021. Tickets are on sale now
at www.centerforthearts.us.event_
cvcomedynight.html.
Nordic United is sponsoring a
series of cross-country ski “time
trials” in Green Canyon with the
No overnight parking on Logan first one taking place on Jan. 14.
City streets is allowed between Persons can use skate of classic
the hours of 1 and 6 a.m.
technique. There is no cost, but
through the end of February. It registration is required. For more
is the responsibility of all Logan information visit www.nordicuCity residents to inform guests nited.org.
of these restrictions. If you need
Learn the game of rugby. A
assistance, the Logan Parking
rugby clinic will be held Jan. 19,
Authority will do its best to
21, 26, 28 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. in
accommodate you. Please call us the Fieldhouse. All who are interat 435-750-0255.
ested are welcome and there is no
cost.
LSAT and GRE Prep Course
The first week of school, Jan.
will be held on Tuesdays and
11-15, Campus Rec’s Fun, Fit
Thursdays from Jan. 26 - March
Forever program is offering free 4. Register at http://sail2.ext.usu.
drop in classes for everyone.
edu/lsat/index.cfm. Or for more
This includes cycling, pilates,
info call Melanie Klein at 435-797yoga, nutrition, and more. After 0462.
the first week a passport is
The Joseph Smith movie will
needed for classes. Cost is $25
be shown Jan. 13 at 7 p.m. in the
for students and $45 for faculty. Kent Concert Hall. FNA Rodeo
Check out http://www.usu.edu/ Night is Jan. 15 from 7-11 p.m.
camprec/fff.html for more info. in the Institute. The Institute
Opening Social is Jan. 22 from
7-10 p.m. Hope to see you at all
Love to write poetry? Visit utah- these great events.
poets.com for the Utah State
Poetry Society’s 2010 annual
contest rules. This year 16 categories are open to nonmembers
for more than $1,100 in prizes.
Deadline for entries is Feb. 1.

Overnight parking

Moderately Confused • Stahler

Fitness free

Light festival

Weather
Tuesday’s Weather
High: 30° Low: 21°
Mostly cloudy

Spring wellness

Spring into Wellness starting
Jan. 11 with water aerobics,
African dance and yoga with
Dennise. Classes are open to
employees, spouses, partners,
students and the community.
For more information visit www.
usu.edu/wellness.

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

2 Ways 2 Save
On YOUR Books
R

We Buy For More
&
Sell For Less

435.752.0369

e-books
Buy e-books and...
Save CASH
Save Trees
Save Your Back

Next to

LEE’s MARKETPLACE
Between Pita Pit & Cold Stone

etextbooksinc.com
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With dread and fear

Individuals speak out about their loathed but necessary professions
Though he recognizes that most people are not thrilled to see
him, Lundberg finds dentistry rewarding.
“I enjoy the end results, seeing how you can change a person’s
smile or even their attitude by what you do with their physical
appearance,” he said. “Helping people with problems is the biggest
satisfaction with doing dentistry. You can change a person’s physical
appearance and whole outlook on life.”
Lundberg offered an interesting statistic for dentistry in Utah.
“Here in Utah, dentistry is a very popular profession,” he said.
“There are more dental students from Utah per capita than any state
in the nation.”

By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

When it comes to the most unpopular professions, many people
have their own biases. However, there are a few careers that everyone
– no matter their race, gender or age – will have to deal with at some
point. Not many people enjoy having their teeth drilled. Who looks
forward to getting a ticket? Does anyone want a higher insurance
rate? Is listening to a telemarketer on anyone’s list of things to do?
Can anyone look forward to dealing with a car salesman? While
these professions may not be the most popular with the general public, they are important parts of society. It’s time these professionals
had a chance to speak out.

Insurance Agent

Dentist
It is not uncommon to dread that reminder card, laden with
images of toothy cartoons reminding you it’s time for another
appointment with your dentist. The savor of foul-tasting fluoride
runs over the tongue. That feeling of the mouth being stretched like
Silly Putty is already present. But is it the dentist himself that causes
the terror or the procedure? Brian Lundberg, DMD, believes it’s the
latter.
“People don’t like to come to the dentist,” he said, “but it’s not
personal. You have to understand that when they come to the dentist it’s not (the dentist) they dislike, it’s what (he’s) doing. They generally like the end result.”
Lundberg grew up recognizing his interest in the sciences. He
said he was “fascinated with the human body” and knew “for as long
as he (could) remember, (he) wanted to go into the health professions.” He began his career at USU studying medicine. He worked
as an EMT at Logan Regional Hospital and saw how often doctors
were called away from their family, an observation that caused him
to switch to dentistry. He said life as a dentist provides much more
flexibility.
“When people are looking for a job, one of the things they have
to look at is can (the job) meet my temporal needs and dentistry can
do that. You’re your own boss,” Lundberg said.
He said most dentists in the U.S. are self-employed, allowing
them to create their own work schedule and make it work around
their lifestyle.
“Dentistry gives you flexibility to enjoy life as you’d like to enjoy

BRIAN LUNDBERG DMD FINDS dentistry rewarding. A
dentist is one profession many people dislike visiting but must
sometime in their lives. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

it,” he said. “You’re not so tied down with it.”
When asked why he feels his profession has misconceptions,
Lundberg said dentistry requires a certain type of person.
“I think it takes a special person to work all day, putting your
fingers in peoples mouths,” he said. “You need a special kind of personality.”

What would be the thought on people’s mind after they get in
a car wreck? What about after a storm damages their house? How
about if a loved one dies? For some, it might be their insurance plan.
Another one of those unavoidable professions would be that of an
insurance agent. Anyone with a car or a house ends up working with
one of these salesmen, such as Mark Wangsgard.
Wangsgard, once a sales representative for AAA Insurance, was
shy growing up but was pushed out of his box when he served a mission for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. He said he
wanted to continue to push himself when he got home, which he did
by becoming a stock broker for Merrill Lynch. He continued to push
himself as a travel agent for AAA and eventually transferred into
selling insurance. He comments that his job as a sales representative
for AAA was part of a necessary profession.
“Everyone who drives is required to have auto insurance,” he
said. “Also, anyone who owns a home sees it as necessary to have
homeowner’s insurance to protect their most expensive personal
asset. Thus, my job at AAA provided a very needed service.”
Wangsgard believes the misunderstandings with insurance sales
people come mainly from the perceived pushiness of the agents.
“Some sales people call over, over and over,” he said. “I think
some of this misunderstanding comes especially from life insurance sales people who are particularly aggressive. However, auto
and homeowner’s insurance is a necessity, and once consumers fully
understand that they are a bit more understanding.”
Wangsgard said the job is not as exciting as others, influencing

- See CAREERS, page 12

Blast from the past: A look at the past decade
By CHELSEY GENSEL
news senior writer

A look back at the innovations and occurrences that made
headlines over the past 10 years in news, entertainment and
technology shows some events made national and world news,
while some trends perpetually reappeared in media throughout the decade.
In 2000, the closest presidential election in recent memory
and certainly the most contested left hopeful John Kerry
with the popular vote as a consolation prize and marked the
beginning of eight years with George W. Bush in the White
House. Scientists also unveiled the results of a 10-year effort
to assemble the entirety of human DNA – the first-ever map of
the human genome.
Major events in 2001 resulted in a cascade of changes for
the rest of the decade that continue to make waves and affect
society: the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11 and the release of the
iPod. One marked a national shift in everything, from media to

travel to business, while the other revolutionized portable technology and revitalized a lagging Apple. The company followed
with iTunes and the iPhone and other products at the forefront
of the its niches and continues to innovate and create competition wherever it goes.
Individuals made many of the headlines in 2002, with
Martha Stewart’s resignation and accusations of insider-trading topping the list. She was later convicted and incarcerated
for a short time. Another prominent case was the abduction of
journalist Daniel Pearl in Pakistan. He was held hostage and
murdered by members of a militant group who recorded the
ordeal on camera. President Bush signed the No Child Left
Behind Act. Salt Lake City hosted the 2002 Winter Olympics.
One major disaster and one disaster-turned-miracle topped
the list of newsmakers in 2003. NASA’s space shuttle Columbia
disintegrated during its return from a scientific mission, killing the seven astronauts aboard the shuttle. Elizabeth Smart,
kidnapped from her Salt Lake City bedroom by Brian David
Mitchell, was found with her captors nine months after her dis-

appearance and returned safely to her family.
A triumph for gay-rights activists and supporters of GLBT
equality made national headlines and created national controversy in 2004 when Massachusetts approved the allowance of
same-sex marriages. A handful of other states have since followed, though California has repealed the decision and again
banned the unions. A massive tsunami hit Indonesia, India,
Sri Lanka, Thailand and other nearby countries, killing about
200,000 people and displacing hundreds of thousands. Aid and
humanitarian relief efforts poured in from around the globe
for months afterward, and the east Asia region continues to
repair itself. Janet Jackson’s wardrobe malfunction during the
2004 Super Bowl halftime show caused a national scandal earlier in the year.
In 2005, another natural disaster grabbed national attention when Hurricane Katrina breeched New Orleans’ levees,
flooding the city and causing multistate evacuations. Flood

- See DECADE, page 10

When the Search is Serious
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The buzz on energy drinks

When it is time to look for that job, that career-type job, check with The UTAH
Statesman Job Finder first. Just go to www.A-Bay-USU.com and look for the job finder
widget, right thre on the right. Start clicking and start the search. Good luck!

ENERGY DRINKS ARE gaining popularity among college students. A 12-ounce drink can contain 400 milligrams of caffeine.
PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

By ALISON OSTLER
staff writer

It’s an offer almost too irresistible to
pass up: a drink that promises a quick fix
to help keep you energized throughout the
day – or if needed, to keep you up all night.
Energy drinks, such as Monster, Rockstar,
Red Bull, AMP and AriZona, which claim
to give their drinkers a boost in energy, concentration and physical performance, are a
hit among college students and have become
a staple for some late-night test crammers
and partygoers. It’s a $6.6-billion -dollar
industry and growing at a rapid rate. But are
energy drinks safe to drink?
“The worst thing about energy drinks is
the amount of sugar and caffeine in them,”
Robert Corneia, MD in Utah county, said.
A 12-ounce drink can contain 400 milligrams of caffeine. And as a Johns Hopkins
University study showed, as much caffeine
as 14 cans of Coca-Cola. The caffeine is why
some drinkers experience the much-coveted
buzz: the euphoric, wide-awake feeling that
can last several hours. But that caffeine buzz
doesn’t come without the risk. Caffeine can
cause short-term side effects, such as raised
blood pressure, headaches, anxiety, tremors
and insomnia, and the long-term can be
worse.
“Over time, it can lead to anxiety, depression and substance abuse,” Corneia said.
Energy drinks can pose a potentially
deadly threat when mixed with alcoholic

beverages. Studies have shown that when
energy drinks and alcohol are mixed together – energy drinks being a stimulant and
alcohol a depressant – it increases drinkers’
awareness, causing them not to realize how
drunk they really are. This can lead to alcohol poisoning or accidents.
The biggest problem with energy drinks,
Corneia said, is that the companies use false
advertising to promote their products.
“They say, ‘Drink this and you’ll be good
at, let’s say, volleyball,’ for instance,” he said.
“And that simply isn’t true.”
Another problem is that people are substituting good sleep and nutrition for energy
drinks.
“People think they can get by with less
exercise, less sleep, unhealthy eating habits
and get by with just drinking it, and over
time it’s going to hurt them,” Corneia said.
However, not all opinions on energy
drinks are negative. Braden Parker, recent
biochemistry and biology graduate from
USU and now a medical student at New
York Medical College, had concerns about
the health effects of energy drinks, which
led him to do research on the subject.
“I think there is a lot of negative hype
about energy drinks that aren’t really true,”
Parker said.
He said the regular consumption of high
amounts of caffeine found in energy drinks
shouldn’t be a concern unless a person
drinks more than the recommended one to
two drinks per day.
“Honestly, from researching caffeine, I

haven’t seen too many down sides to drinking it,” Parker said. “A lot of people think
the caffeine found in energy drinks can
cause heart problems, but from my research,
I’ve found that they may exacerbate heart
problems that are already existing, but can’t
create new problems.”
New findings have shown that, besides
temporarily boosting physical performance,
there are positive effects from caffeine.
“Studies have shown that caffeine helps
memory and that it can also prevent diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s,” Parker
said.
The verdict? As with any drink containing a stimulant drug, it must be taken
responsibly. Consumers should check the
drink’s facts and read the labels before buying it, especially since the amount of caffeine
and sugar varies with each type of drink. Be
careful about drinking them, Parker said,
but don’t completely toss away the idea of
drinking energy drinks before knowing the
facts.
“There are just as many good things as
there are bad,” Parker said. “You just can’t
take the negative things and take them with
a grain of salt. You have to take the bad with
the good.”
Corneia recommends an alternative to
energy drinks: “Eat a good diet, get lots of
rest and drinks of water. You’ll do better
long term, and you will be able to stay away
from the risks associated with caffeinated
beverages.”
– alison.ostler@aggiemail.usu.edu

Decade: Ten years in review
-continued from page 9

damage, stranded citizens, looting and violence continued to appear in the news along
with death tolls – nearly 2,000 with over 700
missing – in the weeks that followed. Other
news included the death of Catholic Pope John
Paul II and the installation of his successor,
current Pope Bendict XVI, as well as the revelation that former FBI agent W. Mark Felt was
Washington Post reporter Bob Woodward’s
informant known as “Deep Throat” during the
Watergate Scandal.
You were Time magazine’s Person of the
Year in 2006, a nod to the explosion of usercreated content on the World Wide Web and
the growth and progress of start-ups, such as
YouTube, Facebook, Wikipedia, Linux and
others. Steve Irwin, the Crocodile Hunter, was
killed after a stingray pierced him in the chest
during filming. North Korea conducted its
first nuclear test.
In 2007, tragedy rocked the nation again in
the form of the deadly shootings at Virginia
Tech. Gunman Seng-Hui Cho killed 32 people,
then himself. People of Virginia, as well as
others across the country, mourned as the
events prior to the massacre unfolded – witnesses told their stories and the wounded
recovered.
In entertainment, 2007 was marked by the
release of the seventh and final book in the
Harry Potter series and by the 14-week strike
by the Writer’s Guild of America. Writers
protested against the unfair compensation in
contrast to a product’s profits resulted in an
eventual deal with producers, but not before
putting many Americans’ favorite television
shows on hold, delaying the release of films,
which toned down the Golden Globes to a
straightforward series of announcement rather
than an elaborate, celebrity-who’s-who affair.
The strike continued into February 2008,
but was eclipsed by coverage of actor Heath
Ledger’s untimely death Jan. 22. He later
received a posthumous Oscar for his role as
the Joker in “The Dark Knight”. The 3G network debuted. Michael Phelps won a record

IN 2003, ELIZABETH SMART was kidnapped from her home in Salt Lake City. She was
found nine months after her disappearance. photo
courtesy MCT

eight gold medals in the Beijing Summer
Olympics. Eliot Spitzer resigned as governor
of New York, amid a prostitution scandal, perpetuating a recent string of politicians getting
caught with their pants down – figuratively or
otherwise. However, the clear favorite for top
news in 2008 was the presidential election,
handing the presidency to Sen. Barack Obama
over candidate Sen. John McCain.
In 2009, Sonia Sotomayer was appointed
the first hispanic Supreme Court judge, pop
legend Michael Jackson died, as did Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., and a commercial pilot safely landed his damaged plane
on the Hudson River in New York in what
would become known as the “Miracle on
the Hudson.” Swine flu and a roller-coaster
economy dominated the news time and again
throughout the year.
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Aggies around the world
Feeling the Aggie spirit in France

I

know that many of you,
my fellow Aggies, are not
looking forward to the
dreary, dark, cold, icy, windy,
“When will it be spring?”
spring semester, which I
more appropriately refer to
as winter semester because
it only ends with “spring”
when we all should be studying for finals but are instead
sunbathing on the Quad. But
really, USU isn’t that bad. I
will be the first to admit that
I wasn’t all gung ho Aggiespirited before I left to study
abroad in France for a year,
but after spending a semester at a French university,
there are some things about
USU I now appreciate more.
First off, you have to
understand that I love studying abroad and have never
regretted it, but seeing how
a socialized basically-free
university education is, I will
gladly empty my savings
account when I return to go
to be an Aggie next semester because I really love …
The A. How else am I
going to get some random
stranger lay one on my kisser? The best I’ve gotten is the
traditional, yet sticky beersmelling bises (kisses) on the
cheek from random drunk
men. Everyone else just pretends to kiss your cheek, so it
is more of a hi-five with your
cheeks and not as romantic
as you’d think.
Aggie
Blue
Blikes.
Although the rentable bikes
at Nantes are definitely
cooler (they are orange and
green with a bell) you sure

USU STUDENT MARI LINDSTROM stands in front of the
Mont St. Michel in France. photo courtesy MARI LINDSTROM

pay for it. Not only do you
have to put down a 170 euro
guarantee, you have to put
down 40 more euros to use
it for the year. Aggie Blue
Bikes? Free. ‘Nough said.
Three words: Aggie Ice
Cream.
The bathrooms. I didn’t
know how much I loved the
bathrooms at USU. They
always have toilet paper and
don’t smell of acidic kidney waste. There are also
many of them, and they get
cleaned regularly. They even
have mirrors so you can
see if you have saved some
leftover Angie’s breakfast in
your front teeth for later. This
doesn’t happen in France.
You also live your worst
childhood nightmare every
time you go to the loo …
thinking that you walked into
the wrong restroom. But no,
you are just in France, where

it is socially acceptable for
you go to a bathroom while
the boys relieve themselves
around the corner because
you are in a non-gender
specified WC.
Choices. Choosing a
major in France is like chaining yourself to a brick wall,
never being able to move
again without causing lots
of pain and inconvenience
for everyone. Once you pick
a major, you stick to it. You
don’t even get to dabble
your toes in other classes
such as group guitar, live
animal or carcass evaluation
– or fluvial geomorphology
just for kicks and giggles (not
that they have those classes
in France). In France if you
are a science major, you can
say “au revoir” to an English

- See FRANCE, page 12

Student spends days in airports
to make it to school on time

FRESHMAN ANI ZAKARYAN missed two flights and spent four days in airports on her way
to USU over the break. COURTNIE PACKER photo

By COURTNIE PACKER
features editor

Utah Statesman: Why did
you choose to come to USU?
Ani Zakaryan: One of my
friends studies here. I heard
they had a good program, so I
applied and got a scholarship.
US: How was your experience
getting to USU?
AZ: I spent four days in airports. I ended up missing two
flights.
US: What is the first thing you
do when you wake up in the
morning?
AZ: I look at myself in the mirror. I also brush my teeth and
drink my coffee.
US: What would you call yourself if you could choose your
own name?
AZ: My own name. It is a
common name in my native
country.
US: What is the most embarrassing CD you’ve owned?
AZ: Armenian Rabiz, but I do
not own it now.
US: What is the next planned
event you are looking for in
your life?
AZ: I am planning to get a
master’s degree in Europe.
Then after I am 30, I will
marry. I also need to find a

Caught on
Campus
Ani Zakaryan
freshman
psychology
job to support my mom financially.
US: What are three adjectives
used to describe yourself?
AZ: Self-confident, great
humor and beautiful.
US: If you had a superpower,
what would it be and why?
AZ: It would be making children always smile.
US: What is your biggest fear?
AZ: Being too far from home. I
have homesickness.
US: If you were a tree what
would you be?
AZ: I would be a cherry tree,
but I don’t know why.
US: If you could give the world
one piece of advice, what
would it be?
AZ: No war.
US: If you could have a room
of one thing, what would it be?
AZ: Pictures of all my friends
on the walls.
US: What do you value most in

people?
AZ: Honesty.
US: If you could only see black,
white and one other color,
which color would you choose
to see?
AZ: Light blue, because it
reminds me of the color of the
sky.
US: If you could change one
thing about yourself, what
would it be?
AZ: I trust people too much.
US: Do you believe in karma?
AZ: No, I don’t.
US: Is there anything you have
done that you regret?
AZ: Yes. There are many
things in my life that I regret.
US: What person do you trust
the most?
AZ: My mother, because she
is the one who took care of me
and supports me emotionally.
She is my best friend.
US: What do you consider the
perfect pizza?
AZ: Ham, cheese, olive, tomatoes, and it must be prepared
with my friends.
US: If you were tied to someone for 24 hours, who would
it be?
AZ: My future love.
– courtnie.packer@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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Terror or procedure?
France: Aggie spirit strong abroad Careers:
-continued from page 9
-continued from page 11

or art class, and you don’t have the “right”
to take some other science classes. At USU
we have so many choices: don’t like the
professor? Change the class. Don’t like the
hour the class is held? Change the class.
Don’t like your major? Well, change it. No
one will look at you funny until you change
it for the fourth or fifth time. In France you
don’t have these options.
Heating. I used to think it was sometimes chilly in the Merrill-Cazier Library
during winter near the giant glass windows,
yet that is nothing compared to sitting in a
bare classroom (no computer, no projector,
often no garbage can) with the ambient
temperature being 12 degrees Celsius. For
those of you not accustomed Celsius, that
is a balmy 53.6F, which, with humidity,
requires one to be fully equipped in a snow
coat, long johns, a beanie and mittens to be
able to even fathom the idea of taking out
your pen and take notes.
The library. Not only does the MerrillCazier Library have the awesome barn, it
is actually open at convenient hours for the
strange variation of homo sapiens that we
call college students. I used to complain
that the library was only open until 6 or 7
p.m. on the weekends. At the University
of Nantes, it is open from 8:30 a.m. to 7
p.m. weekdays and only until 1 p.m. on
Saturdays. It makes it quite the adventure
to try to find 20 minutes between classes to
study at the library. You can forget midnight
cram jams with pizza at the library with
your friends.
The paper. The paper here is long, and
I don’t know why. But I don’t like it. Since
the paper isn’t the standard letter-size we
have in the U.S., it makes a one-page paper
that much longer. And never mind lined
paper for taking notes. They are all about
the blocks here.
The professors. Not only do we have the
infamous Andy Anderson at USU (I have
never been so proud of a B+ in my life) we
have other teachers who actually care if
you learn what they are teaching. I concede
that my teachers here have cared more or
less about me in France, but they aren’t as
willing to be at the mercy (I mean that in a
good way) of the students. Here, I am lucky
if I get an e-mail back from a professor in a
week, but at USU I can have e-mail conversations with professors at midnight about
my paper that is due the next week. Aggie
professors are willing to work with students,
stay after class and do whatever they can
to help them succeed. In France, you thank
them endlessly if they give you a 12 out of
20 on the last paper you wrote.
School spirit. Team go? Go team? The
French don’t even know what to cheer
because organized collegiate sports aren’t
the thing here, nor is loving your school. I
have yet to see a single student wear a Tshirt, hoodie, beanie, pants, socks or other
article of clothing bearing his school name,
possibly because said articles don’t exist in
France. We don’t even have a school mascot.
The secretaries. Send them flowers on

Secretary Appreciation Day (April 21),
because they deserve it. Not only do they
speak the same language as you (figuratively and literally speaking), have e-mail,
computers and other forms of technology,
they also know what they are doing. All the
French paperwork that one must constantly
do is confusing enough, but when you have
to visit seven different secretaries, each
telling you to visit a different secretary, get
a fifth form of picture ID along with three
photos of you, it becomes ridiculous.
Social life. No sports games, dances,
painted faces, hanging out in the university
housing, late night movies and pranking
your roommates. French students are boring – no offense to them, but they are. I can
easily spend two ours sitting in my hallway
and see no one. You get looked at strangely
for saying “bonjour” to people you don’t
know, and you can just keep your Chacos,
shorts and hi-tech backpack in your closet
because you will get death glares if you
are not silent, on the verge of anorexia and
have a solid Eastpak backpack for boys or
a grossly oversized handbag for the ladies.
And dating? That doesn’t exist. You don’t
have the cute guy in the next room ask you
out, getting a significant other happens only
through the law of physical attraction. If you
find someone fit, as they say in England,
you give a go at holding hands. The other
accepts? You’re a couple. The other rejects?
Move on. You don’t get a chance to show
the other that beyond your clammy hands is
your great personality.
Technology. Do you know how we all
complain that there aren’t lots of computers on campus and that online registration
is a nightmare? It isn’t. There are maybe
20 computers in the library here, and you
have to go to a separate computer to print
papers. Online registration? Doesn’t exist.
Try finding each professor and seeing if you
can be in the class – said class being offered
only one time during the week, which naturally coincides with two other classes that
you want to take, and said professor never
answers e-mails and has office hours once
a week while you are working. I definitely
won’t complain again about online registration, thinking the Internet is slow or having
to wait in line for three minutes to use a
computer at the TSC. Even USU’s student
cards are more advanced. Although it was
an adventure to stick the sticker with my
information on the card (all the first letters
cut off), glue on the minuscule photo of my
head that I had to go downtown to print
off, go to the library to get a barcode for
which you must give your name, nationality, address and phone number, I prefer our
nifty cards all ready to go and not from the
stone age.
So Aggies, although it may be cold out,
at least you have the Aggie Spirit to keep
you warm. Team go.
Mari Lundstrom is part of the USU Study
Abroad program. Look every Monday for
more students’ experiences abroad.

STEVE ALLEN, SALES CONSULTANT from Wilson Motor Company, said he feels the reputation of his profession comes from bad experiences customers may have had in the past. STEVE
SELLERS photo

the misconceptions even more.
“Insurance is highly technical and boring. As
a stock broker,” he said, “people looked up to me
because of the glamor and mystique of the stock
market. In travel, people looked to spend money
on something fun and exciting. However, insurance is an unpleasant necessity.”
Through all the unpleasant aspects of the job,
Wangsgard found satisfaction interacting with
customers – his favorite part of the job.
“Everyone needs auto and homeowner’s insurance, and so I was not dealing with just well-to-do
people as it was when I was a stock broker,” he
said. “Talking to the many different people, learning of their families, careers, hopes and dreams
– also, working in the my home town of Ogden
– was very fulfilling.”
Police Officer
While driving down the highway, a driver
notices red-and-blue flashing lights start to glare
in the rearview mirror and suddenly realizes
the speedometer shows the car is going 20 miles
over the speed limit. This type of scenario is not
uncommon and while it is frustrating, it is a police
officer’s duty to enforce the laws. It is for this
reason Capt. Jeff Curtis, of the Logan City Police
Department, feels people may have a bad taste in
their mouths when it comes to law enforcement.
“The negative comes from a very small percentage,” he said. “The biggest share of the community
we deal with in a positive light. We’re there to
help. But we do take certain rights away from people when they make poor decisions. It’s our job,
the community pays us to step in and to deal with
people who don’t have respect for others’ property
or rights or safety. It then becomes our job to step
in and deal with those issues.”
Curtis has worked for Logan Police for 20
years, 19 of which as a sworn officer. He had
grown up with that as an influence from his father
and when he received an offer later in life, he took
it.
“At a point in my career where I needed a
change, I had this offer to come here as a civilian,”
he said. “As I worked in this atmosphere, I liked
what I saw.”
Though his job may be misunderstood, Curtis
finds many things he enjoys about his career.
“The one thing that really appealed to me
about a career in law enforcement is a constant
learning experience,” he said. “There is a required
40 hours of training per year. There are a lot of
learning opportunities. It’s very enjoyable to go
out there and continue to learn and grow and
expand your horizons, as well as the challenge.
It’s never the same. You can go to five domestic
assaults in a row and there’s never any circumstances that are the same; they’re always different.
It’s always a challenge.”
Though Curtis enjoys his job, each profession
has parts that are less enjoyable. Curtis said his
least favorite part of his career is having to work
with children in unfortunate circumstances.
“Dealing with children who have been victimized is probably the hardest part. When you have
somebody that innocent and unable to protect
themselves, they’re vulnerable,” he said. “It’s hard
to deal with those kind of situations.”
When asked about the stigma that comes with
his job, Curtis said the law enforcement community members try to be a helpful and positive part
of society by involving themselves in social activities.
“We go out and we’re very proactive in communities,” Curtis said. “Our police officers go out and
participate in all kinds of social activities throughout the communities, volunteer on different
boards, we coach, we’re involved in different religious beliefs. We’re involved everywhere. People
don’t see that side of us, they just see the report
that says we went out and arrested somebody.”
Curtis pointed out how law enforcement officials hope people would act toward them.
“We are human. We have the same feelings
(other people) have,” he said. “Picture them in
the situation. If they’re treated bad, how are they
going to act? If treated good, it’s probably going
to go a lot better. It’s always better to treat people
with respect than it is to treat them in negative
manner then expect them to respect you. That
always seems to help out situations. If they treat us
as decent people we’ll treat them the same.”
Telemarketer
It’s the middle of dinner and the phone rings.
“Hello, this is so-and-so from such-and-such. Do
you have time to complete a short survey?” A quiet

and relaxing meal has been ruined by a telemarketer. Jessica Baker, a senior studying visual arts
communication at Utah Valley University, said
this is her least favorite part about her job as an
outbound telemarketer at Mr. Network.
“I have to talk to people that don’t want to talk
to me and they can get rude,” she said.
Baker began her most recent telemarketing
position at Mr. Network last month. She had
worked for Helio before that. She said she took the
jobs “out of desperation.” She had moved to Provo
for college and heard about the position from a
friend. Though the job has its frustrations, she
enjoys the ease of the job.
“It’s easy. I read a script and just sound friendly,” she said. “If I get frustrated I can put the call
on mute and vent or just hang up. The money is
decent and the hours are usually flexible and you
make cool friends. It’s a low-key job.”
Baker offered some hints for those who are sick
of getting those inconvenient calls.
“I think telemarketers can be annoying but
most of the time they call people because that
person had signed up or put their info out there
online,” she said. “It’s that persons own fault for
ordering that free laptop or other things.”
Car Salesman

While in college, it is common for students to
make their first big purchase: a car. Long hours
are spent discussing finances, researching and
finally finding the right car. Once a person has
decided on a car – whether it is used, new, from
a lot or from a private seller – it is inevitable that
a car salesman will eventually be involved. The
stereotypical car salesman could be likened to
Mr. Wormwood from the kids’ movie “Matilda,”
complete with the obnoxious suit, well-oiled hair
and ferret-like way of pushing you into the “deal
of the century.” Steve Allen, a sales consultant
from Wilson Motor Company, however, brings a
different light to car salesmen. Allen said he feels
the stain on this profession comes from a few bad
experiences in the past.
“In the past, there was dishonesty and misrepresentation, and I think that all comes into play,”
he said. “I don’t like the stigma of people thinking
I’m going to hold them down till they buy a car, or
they think they’re going to get passed around 800
times before deal is done. We don’t do that here.”
Allen has been in the car business for more
than 13 years. He has spent most of his career in
sales and said he “really (hasn’t) looked back.” He
said the job is “a little tenuous at times knowing
that you’re on commission only but so far seems to
work out. I enjoy the business.”
When asked what his favorite part about his
job is, Allen said when things come together it’s a
good feeling.
“The part I like the best is when we are able
to make a deal and everything comes together
and we’re able to make a profit and the customer
is also satisfied with the deal they got,” he said.
“That’s the best of both worlds. It’s just a good feeling to know that you helped them out and their
happy.”
While he does enjoy the car business, Allen
feels the fear of problems in the future, which
is making sure there is proper communication
between him and a buyer would be the hardest
part.
“I don’t want problems in the future, so if it’s
an Internet call or from out of town they want to
come look at something I try to tell them as much
up front because you don’t want any surprises
later,” he said. “I don’t want anyone driving 200
miles to see something they didn’t understand.
I try to be up front. I don’t like future problems
– try to nip them in the bud.”
Allen said he works to alleviate the stigma by
trying to make customers feel comfortable and
become more of a friend than a salesman. He said
finding common ground is the key.
“I want customers to feel comfortable with the
deal,” he said. “The first thing you can do, marketing 101, is find common ground. If you can find
common ground and build relationship, then they
feel like they can trust you. “Once that ground is
established, then they will trust you. Then, you
have to go on merits of features, advantages, benefits, what car can do for you.”
Allen advised those looking to buy cars to do
more research online and get informed.
“People can do a lot of research on the
Internet,” he said. “There are people out there who
are nuts about cars. People need to understand
that we’re just other business people trying to
make a living.”
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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The tale of two colleges

News Editor
Rachel A. Christensen

A

s students organize themselves for the new
semester, the university is organizing itself
for semesters to come.
What was once USU’s largest, most complex
college will soon become two newly reorganized
colleges. July 1, the arts will be officially pulling
away from what was formerly the College of
Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences to form
the Caine College of the Arts and the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences.
As the College of HASS currently stands, it
has 14 departments. Now that the division has
approval, six of the college’s arts departments will
be moved into the Caine College of the Arts.
This is what the change could mean for the
university.
The reorganization will not immediately bring
in more money to the arts. In fact, in order to get
things in order and create the new college, the university will experience what USU documents call
“marginal additional costs.” However, administration believes separating the colleges will provide
more grant and donation opportunities for the
arts. With budgets and the economy looking as
threatening as they do, the money-gaining opportunity can only be a good thing.
From theater performances to changing art
exhibits, artists have left their mark on campus.
However, in the College of HASS the arts gets lost
somewhere in the middle. By giving the arts their
own college, art students instantly gain more visibility throughout campus and nationally.
The Caine College of the Arts will soon be a
reality and with that reality comes new leadership.
During the Jan. 8 Board of Trustees meeting, Vice
Provost Raymond Coward said the university is
beginning the process of finding a dean for the
college. This will benefit HASS students across
the board. It’s a generally accepted principle that
students in a smaller class size will receive more of
their professor’s personal attention and therefore
a better education. The same principle holds true
in this situation. More leadership for former HASS
students means more attention devoted to the
several departments. This can only help improve
the quality of education.
Administration also believes the increased visibility the Caine College of the Arts will bring
will attract more applicants to the university.
Prospective students checking out the university
for the arts will be drawn to the arts in the standalone college.
Lastly, the chaos in the College of HASS will
decrease. Any college leadership trying to get a
grip on so many vastly different departments is
bound to run into time constraints, a full to-do list
and a headache. Creating two colleges with two
independent forms of leadership will make this
load more easy to manage. More individualized
attention to each department will likely mean
more efficient leadership.
So really, it’s a win-win situation for the college
soon to be formerly known as HASS.

Malicious blasphemy
in Uganda

A

wise man, in this season
of wise men, describes
religious evangelism as
delivering messages of hope,
love and forgiveness. Sadly, the
themes are too often and too
easily reduced to: us against
them.
Gays and lesbians are a frequent target for those who
preach a theology of exclusion
and holier-than-thou dividing lines. Familiar language
at home, but now it is a vile
export.
Homosexuals in Uganda
are literally in fear for their
lives after three American
evangelists traveled to Africa
to find far-flung converts for
the rhetoric of the U.S. culture
wars.
The New York Times reports
the evangelical Christians
preached against the gay
movement, described as an
evil institution whose goal is to
defeat marriage-based society
and replace it with a culture of
promiscuity.
All three claimed to be
shocked – shocked – by the
subsequent response to their
provocations. A Ugandan

politician introduced the AntiHomosexuality Bill of 2009,
which sought to hang homosexuals.
As horrified nations, including the United States, threatened to withhold aid dollars,
the bill was amended to punish gays and lesbians with life
in prison.
The three evangelists are
an embarrassment to the
Christian faith and the values
that inspire selfless, hardworking missionaries to work in the
far corners of the Earth to help
people and truly change their
lives.
Cultural stereotypes and
willful ignorance of AIDS cost
the continent hundreds of
thousands of lives, and fueled
a financial and social catastrophe beyond the human toll.
The good word and good
works brought to Africa by
other evangelicals has been
tainted by a malicious blasphemy.
This column first appeared
in the Jan. 8 edition of The
Seattle Times.
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Obama’s secrecy fight: Better
but not enough

F

“

or a long time now there’s been too
much secrecy in this city.” That’s what
President Obama said on his first day in
office. He was talking about the way George
W. Bush and Dick Cheney had used 9/11
as a pretext for pulling a veil over many of
their key policies and actions. Last week,
Obama announced he was replacing Bush’s
executive order on classified documents
with a new one designed to reduce secrecy.
Obama’s policies are a distinct improvement, but they don’t really solve the underlying problem.
The basic idea is a simple one. As Obama
said in the order: “Our democratic principles require that the American people be
informed of the activities of their government.”
Officials rely on secrecy to avoid being
held responsible for their failures and to conceal illegality and misconduct – waterboarding of suspected terrorists, for example. If
practices like waterboarding are a good
idea, the details of why, when, how and who
should be knowable and defendable in public debate. That’s the principle behind the
Freedom of Information Act, which permits
“any person” to request government documents.
As the new rule states, the “secret” classification should be reserved for documents
“that would clearly and demonstrably reveal:
(a) the identity of a confidential human
source or a human intelligence source; or
(b) key design concepts of weapons of mass
destruction.”
Obama’s order requires all federal agencies to review their classification systems and
identify information that no longer needs
protection. Most important, the order states:
“No information may remain classified indefinitely.”
But the enemies of openness have had
powerful weapons in their hands, and
Obama probably hasn’t done enough to
defeat them. Agencies maintain secrecy first
of all by delay. It took 19 years for the government to release documents – long supposed
to be declassified – on the 1959 Berlin crisis
requested by the National Security Archive
at George Washington University.
Four hundred million documents dating
from World War II and the Cold War remain
classified, despite a longstanding mandate
that all such documents be released after 25
years unless they fall under a few narrowly
specified exemptions. In 2000, President
Clinton gave agencies a deadline of Dec. 31,
2003, to obey the order. When they failed
to do so, President Bush established a new
deadline: Dec. 31, 2009. They didn’t meet
that one either. Obama’s approach? Set a
new deadline, four years from now.
He has also introduced procedures that
ought to help agencies meet the deadline.
The review is one of them, but so is a new
rule about documents that belong to more
than one agency. If a document has been
circulated to the FBI, the CIA and the State
Department, for example, each in sequence
must review it before it can be released.
To avoid this, Obama established a single authority, the National Declassification
Center.
Another weapon in the hands of the
enemies of openness was a rule decreed
by Bush in 2003 giving the head of the
intelligence community the power to veto
decisions to release documents made by
an interagency panel. Since the CIA lives by
secrecy, the results were disastrous. Obama
has repealed that rule; now only the president can reverse such decisions.
But there’s a bigger problem that Obama’s
new order does not address. We have an
antiquated Cold War-era secrecy machine
that kept citizens in the dark about what their
government was doing, but it didn’t prevent
the Soviets from getting our biggest secrets.

Rather than tweaking the present system, as
Obama is doing – eliminating some roadblocks to declassification, streamlining the
review process – we need wholesale changes, in part because the threats today are so
different from what they were in the 1950s.
We need a broader public debate about how
to combat terrorism, and we need a public
that is knowledgeable and informed about
how we are dealing with terrorist threats.
To start, all documents more than 25 years
old should be automatically declassified.
Cold War secrets are irrelevant in today’s
world. We don’t need to spend taxpayer dollars going through these documents page by
page. (In fact, a Department of Defense task
force concluded that “perhaps 90 percent”
of technical and scientific information could
be safely revealed within five years of classification.)
Then we need a requirement that declassification rules serve the public’s right to know.
Without such a directive, it will be much easier for the Obama administration to continue
to keep secret aspects of Bush-era national
security policy. Jameel Jaffer, director of
the ACLU National Security Project, has a
list: “The CIA is still withholding documents
about its rendition, detention and interrogation program. The Justice Department
is still withholding the legal memos that
supplied the basis for the National Security
Agency’s warrantless wiretapping program.
The Defense Department is still withholding
the interrogation directives used by special
forces in Afghanistan.” We need this information if we are to avoid repeating abuses
from the past and to evaluate the wisdom of
government policy in the present.
The principle that democracy requires
open government applies not only to Bush
administration records but also to Obama’s.
And yet Obama has violated that principle
in his executive order by increasing the
secrecy around his own decision-making, as
pointed out by Patrice McDermott, director
of OpenTheGovernment.org.
Under Clinton, information originating
from the president and his staff was exempt
from release while the president remained
in office. George W. Bush added to that the
vice president and his staff. Now Obama has
expanded that to include “committees, commissions or boards appointed by the incumbent president; or other entities within the
executive office of the president that solely
advise and assist the incumbent president.”
The strongest counterargument to greater
openness is that it would permit terrorists to
learn more about our vulnerabilities – for
example, if security lapses at nuclear sites
were made public. But what’s more likely to
lead to improving nuclear site security: public disclosure of lapses, followed by public
outrage and public demands for change, or
continued secrecy?
In 2000, Congress created a Public Interest
Declassification Board to solicit suggestions
from the public and make recommendations
about declassifying documents. In 2008,
according to Steven Aftergood, director of
the Project on Government Secrecy at the
Federation of American Scientists, Bush
ordered the FBI, the CIA and other agencies
to comment on the board’s recommendations. Open government groups then filed
FOIA requests for copies of the agencies’
comments. The agencies refused to release
them. That suggests how difficult it will be
to get the agencies to change, even with
Obama’s new policies.
This column by Jon Wiener, professor of
American History at UC Irvine, first appeared
in the Jan. 7 edition of The Los Angeles
Times.
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Visit us at
aggietownsquare.com
to comment on
any story or
column in
The Utah
Statesman
and read
what others
are saying.

This Space
For Rent.
Cheap.
TSC 105
797.NEWS

FILL A BAG FOR
or Hardcovers $2, Paperbacks $1
and Children’s $1

$7
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Jenson Books

1766 S. 400 W.
Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6
www.jensonbooksonline.com

Over 25,000 books and more arriving daily!

Great
Summer
Jobs
in California for
the largest
family-owned
pest control
company in the US.
100% commissions
up-front. Gas & cell
phones paid.
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Check out

XXXVTVFEVVDD

www.clarksummerjobs.com

or call now
877-899-1205

Perfect Partner.

While you “study,” we’ll do your printing.
nProfessional Quality Printing
nBusiness Forms nThesis, dissertations
nWedding Invitations & Accessories

630 West 200 North

753-8875

A

Missed opportunities and
marked omissions

t the end of the movie “Raiders of
the Lost Ark,” after swashbuckling
archaeologist Indiana Jones has
retrieved the fabled Ark of the Covenant
from the evil Nazis, the treasure with
its devastating, face-melting powers is
hammered into an innocuous crate then
hauled to the bowels of a massive U.S.
government warehouse packed with
umpteen identical containers.
That scene came to mind when I
read that Justice Department Inspector
General Glenn Fine has in several
reports pointed out flaws in the terrorist watch-list system not unlike some
that contributed to giving Umar Farouk
Abdulmutallab the opportunity to set
his pants on fire aboard a Christmas Day
flight to Detroit.
That doesn’t mean Fine’s constructive
criticisms have been filed into obscurity.
In fact, each report comes with an FBI
response and details about adjustments
that have been made.
But it’s clear that problems persist
despite efforts to eliminate them. And
it seems that a near-miss is required
to kick-start the sense of urgency that
already should have been operating.
That’s not so comforting to public confidence.
Fine told the House Homeland
Security Committee in 2007 that the
Terrorist Screening Center’s consolidated database didn’t include some names
it should, included names that should
have been deleted, and had inaccurate
or inconsistent information. Those weaknesses could make it harder for Border
Patrol officers, visa reviewers and law
enforcement officials to track or handle
suspected terrorists.
“Even a single omission or a terrorist
identity or an inaccuracy in the identifying information contained in a watch-list
record can have enormous consequences,” Fine said in written testimony that
was all too prophetic.
A May report from Fine’s office said
the FBI wasn’t sending some names to
the watch list that should have been and
was taking too long to process others.
Meanwhile, dozens of people remained
listed for years unnecessarily. The inspector general said that “12 of the terrorism
subjects we reviewed who either were
not watch-listed or were watch-listed in
an untimely manner may have traveled
into or out of the United States during
the time period they were not watch-listed.” Details aren’t included, so it’s hard
to assess the potential threat in those
cases the IG reviewed.
On the other hand, the danger from

Abdulmutallab not being quickly listed
speaks for itself.
On Tuesday, President Barack Obama
said the intelligence community had
plenty of red flags that, had they been
connected, could have stopped the 23year-old Nigerian from boarding the
flight from Amsterdam. There was information that al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula was working with a Nigerian to
strike the United States. Abdulmutallab’s
father had warned the U.S. Embassy
that his missing son was increasingly
radical and might have gone to Yemen.
Abdulmutallab had been denied a new
visa by Britain, paid $2,831 cash for his
round-trip ticket from Lagos to Detroit
and had taken only a small carry-on bag
for his long international flight.
But no one immediately checked into
his U.S. visa. He wasn’t put on a no-fly
list. The information wasn’t put together
in a way that made anyone adequately
suspicious.
“I will accept that intelligence, by its
nature, is imperfect, but it is increasingly
clear that intelligence was not fully analyzed or fully leveraged,” Obama said.
“The margin for error is slim, and the
consequences of failure can be catastrophic,” he said.
While the government improves its
security mechanisms, the traveling public
will have to get used to more intrusions.
But Thomas H. Kean and John Farmer
Jr., the 9/11 Commission co-chairman
and senior counsel, respectively, wrote
Wednesday in The New York Times that
more fundamental changes are needed
to focus the intelligence agencies more
on their common mission than on turf
battles over funding and power.
“The question that Congress should
investigate, and the administration should
ask itself, is whether the system we have
in place has reduced the likelihood of
human error to an acceptable, if not irreducible, margin,” they wrote.
“The attempted Christmas bombing,
thwarted by brave passengers and not
by our intelligence community, illustrates
how far we still have to go.”
The people on Northwest Airlines
Flight 253 benefitted from the dumb luck
that a would-be bomber was inept.
That’s no way to run a national security system.

This column by Linda P. Campbell first
appeared in the Jan. 8 edition of The
Fort Worth Star-Telegram. Comments can
be sent to lcampbell@star-telegram.com.

The English Language Center
of Cache Valley, Inc

One Day
Event

English classes for speakers of other languages

10:00-7:00

Come in NOW!

Wednesday,
6
10:00 -February
7:00

NEW LOCATION:
1544 North 200 West

Classes begin Monday, January 11
Classes Available Morning & Evening:
Beginning
Levels 1-4
Advanced Morning Class
Advanced Writing Class
Advanced Evening Class

Questions?
Call (435) 750-6534 or www.elc-cv.org
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Japan to come clean on secret nuke deals with US
TOKYO (AP) – To the government’s critics, it was a long
and shocking act of official stonewalling: Agreements long
hidden in Foreign Ministry files allowed nuclear-armed
U.S. warships to enter Japanese ports, violating a hallowed
principle of postwar Japan. Yet their very existence was
officially denied.
Now, in a clear break from the past, a new prime minister has gone where none of his predecessors dared go: He
has ordered a panel of ministry officials and academics to
investigate the secret agreements.
The findings, due out this month, are part of Prime
Minister Yukio Hatoyama’s wide-ranging campaign to
wrest power from the bureaucracy and make government
more open than under the conservatives, who ruled Japan
for most of the past 50 years.
They also could intensify public debate about the
future of Japan’s long-standing security alliance with the
U.S., which has bases here. Hatoyama, a liberal who took
office in September, has called for making the relationship
more balanced, starting with efforts to evict an unpopular
U.S. base from the island of Okinawa.
That Japan agreed to let nuclear-armed ships enter its
ports and waters ceased to be a secret some years ago
with the declassification of American documents. Such
ships had routinely docked in various Japanese ports since
the 1960s, sometimes setting off protests.
But in a nation where memories of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki drive a fierce aversion to nuclear weapons, a
formal admission of the secret agreements would be a
stunning reversal, and confirm that previous governments

systematically lied to the public.
“The Foreign Ministry repeatedly denied their existence, even in statements before Parliament,” lawmaker
Muneo Suzuki said in an interview with The Associated
Press.
Suzuki held top political posts at the Foreign Ministry,
yet although he had heard about the secret documents,
he said that even he could not pry them out of his officials.
“The Foreign Ministry should be held deeply accountable,” said Suzuki, who has switched sides and is now a
member of Hatoyama’s coalition.
Historical accounts show that Prime Minister Masayoshi
Ohira, who died in office in 1980, considered going public
on the secret pacts, but was advised against it by his aides
as politically too dangerous.
Only a few Foreign Ministry bureaucrats have spoken
out in recent years.
One, Kazuhiko Togo, said he and other high-ranking
officials kept quiet for fear that disclosure of the agreements would trigger riots and perhaps topple the prime
minister.
“The political costs were too great,” Togo told the AP.
Even after American officials acknowledged the pacts
in the 1990s, leaders of the long-ruling Liberal Democratic
Party persistently denied them, right up to Taro Aso, the
last LDP prime minister before Hatoyama’s Democrats
took over.
“They did not exist,” Aso said in a nationally televised
response to a reporter’s question last July.

Why are you living
with a bunch of farm
animals?
Check out
Forest Gate &
University Pines
Apartments

$1099 for the rest of the Semester

• Fully Furnished
• Utilities Included
• Private Bedrooms
• Great Parking & Location
• Wireless Internet & TV

454 N 400 E
forestgatemanagers@live.com

435-752-1516

Receive $100 off rent if you sign up for next school year by 02/07/10!

US SPECIAL ENVOY TO NORTH KOREA, Stephen Bosworth, right, and Japanese Foreign Minister Katsuya Okada, left, look on
during their meeting at the foreign ministry in Tokyo, Japan, Saturday, Dec. 12, 2009. Bosworth is in Japan to brief his recent talks with North
Korean officials about resuming negotiations on its nuclear disarmament. AP photo
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Please Note
Please
Note
If e-mail addresses or phone numbers are
missing, please see complete listings at
www.a-bay-usu.com
Apartments
Roommates.
etc.
Rommate needed
Private Male Contract w/Garage Parking
Located 1/2 mi. from Old Main. Private room
in a 3 bedroom condo. Rent is $300/mo.
This includes utilities, cable TV w/DVR &
big screen TV, high speed wireless internet, laundry, and garage space for a car or
small truck or suv. The appartment is fully
furnished including the kitchen. There is
also a city bus stop right around the corner.
blair.j@aggiemail.usu.edu
FEMALE ROOM FOR RENT
Large private bedroom for rent. Rent can be
negotiated. Close to Wal-mart and K-mart.
2 min walk to bus stop. Friendly, clean
roommates. Sorry no pets. Contact Elizabeth at 801-574-8416
Male Private Room $300/mo
$300 per month flat (utilities included) $300
deposit Quick drive to Utah State
Campus Available NOW Month to Month no
contract
*Wireless Internet *clean house *2 living
rooms *Washer and Dryer *dish washer
Looking for nice, responsible, and considerate roommate. No Smoking, No Pets Call
Scott: 801-645-1444
Textbooks
Textbooks
MATH 1100 Calculus Book
Calculus-Seventh Edition. ISBN:0-618-14918X. Book cover a little worn, but inside pages are fine. No markings inside. $35
BIO 1010- Essential Biology w/ CD
Essential Biology w/CD. ISBN: 0-8053-68426. Cover edges a little worn; other than
that, great condition! No markings on
pages. $50.
PEP 2020-Intro to Physical Therapy
Introduction to Physical Therapy-Third Edition. ISBN-13:978-0-323-03284-1. ISBN10:0-323-03284-1. Good condition. Some
highlighting in 1 chapter. $35.
$20 Math 2250 Solutions manual “edwards
& Panney 2E” Call or text me at 435-7646840 and email me at chrisjensen23 at
gmail dot com
$50 Math 2250 “DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
& LINEAR ALGEBRA” Author: EDWARDS
ISBN: 9780131481466 in Good condition,
slightly used, corners not too bad. -Christopher 435-764-6840 text or call

$50 Math 1210, 1220, 2210 “CALCULUS: CONCEPTS & CONTEXTS” 9780534409869
CALCULUS: CONCEPTS & CONTEXTS
(full book All 13 chapters) in Good condition, slightly used, corners not too bad. Christopher 435-764-6840 text or call
$50 Math 1210 Single Variable Calculus
Solutions Manual SINGLE VARIABLE
CALCULUS: CONCEPTS & CONTEXTS
(STUDENT SOLUTIONS MANUAL) in REALLY Good condition, slightly used, corners not bad. -Christopher 435-764-6840
text or call
Business Law book for sale!
Custom USU edition BUSINESS LAW book
by Henry R. Cheeseman. Extremely good
condition, Student Access Kit included.
ISBN-13: 978-0-536-41375-8. Asking $75.
Please contact Jaimee at 435-760-5104 for
more information.
ACCT 2010 and STAT 2300
Essentials of Business Statistics USED $80
Fundamental Financial Accounting Concepts
USED $80
Just Call Sarah at 435-225-6076 both books
are in good condition.
Math 1050 Precalculus
A graphing approach. 5th Edition. Larson,
Hostetler, Edwards. Good Condition. USU
selling for $80. Save $$$$. Selling for $68.
Textbooks Bought and Sold
Textbooks bought and sold, new & used, online buybacks. Buy sell, rent at
cheapbooks.com (260)-399-6111, espanol
(212)-380-1763, urdu/hindi/punjabi (713)429-4981, see site for other support lines.
Apartments for Rent
Apartments
Private room for Spring Semester!
Single girl contract available for spring semester. Townhome includes two car-garage,
washer/dryer, fully furnished bedroom and
townhome. $1375 for the semester. Call
(801) 391-4005 for more info.
PRIVATE room on USU Campus!!!
Male Private room up for grabs on USU campus. These are hard to come by, so contact
me before it’s GONE!!!
I might actually throw in a free deposit if contacted within the next few days.
PRIVATE room VERY close to USU campus!
Male private room up for grabs in the Sig Ep
house! You don’t have to be a Sig Ep to
move in, so give me a call and i’ll hook you
up! Great bunch of guys, great location.
(3rd house away from USU campus) amenities include: indoor swimming pool basketball court wireless Internet large kitchen
free use of washer and dryer cable tv with
big screen tv PLUS a great place to hang
where there’s always something to do!
Give me a call or text before this great place

gets snatched up!!!
Townhouse-Style Apartment Contract(s)
Located at Cambridge Court Apartments (590
E. Canyon Rd.). Two contracts for sale for
the same room, great for two friends wanting to room together! Free heat! Indoor
swimming pool and hot tub open 24/7! Free
wifi, on-site coin-op laundry, recreation
room, social center, on-site computers,
and gym all included. Asking $1000 for
spring semester. Willing to negotiate. Contact Jessica at 435-764-1806 or Shauntelle
at 435-764-8714.
Female housing contract for Spring 2010
Need to sell female contract for spring semester. This is for a shared bedroom in a
fantastic location. Apartment is in excellent
condition with two bathrooms between 6
girls and a nice living room and kitchen.
Plenty of storage space in bedroom. Located very near to USU campus on Darwin
Ave. Address is 3 University Hillway #6
Logan 84321. Rent is 1,290 for the whole
semester and utilities are already paid for!
CONTACT INFO: call 801-809-1136 ask for
Tristan.
shared female apartment $1000 Lynwood
(Crestwoods) $250/mth(Jan-Apr) private
bathroom; fully furnished; free washer/dryer, cable television; spacious living room &
kitchen; good dishwasher; 6 girls in apt; 10
min walk to campus; bike rack, ample parking; no alcohol; call Larry: 435 755 3181
shared female apartment (Pink House,
Darwin Avenue) $1275 Spring semester;
practically on USU campus! townhouse
setup; fully furnished; good dishwasher;
large fridge; lots of cabinet space; 4 girls in
apt; $1275 (Jan-Apr) $100 deposit; utilities
included; Call Roger: 435 757 8363, 435
752 2047
1-2 Male Private Rooms in House 1790 N 800
East. Close to North USU. $270 - 290 /
month. Garage Parking Available. 2 baths.
NS*ND*NP
Private Bedroom/Bathroom Men’s single
$300/month Just got married last month and
I need to sell my Men’s single contract for
a private bedroom and private bedroom in
Carolina Townhomes. Contract is for the
spring semester, $300 / month. Utilities
Included Free Internet Free Cable TV Free
Washer/dryer in apartment Free covered
parking 5 roommates each in their own
room in a two-story apartment. Large
shared kitchen/living room Right next to
campus, 5 minute walk to old main. Call
or text me @ 801-389-2674 No deposit is
necessary.
Sister Missionary needs to sell Contract! Continental Apartment Spring Semester 2010

www.a-bay-usu.com for 24/7 classifieds!
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Brevity

Reallity check

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

JT & Tea • Joseph Gould •

It’s All About You • Murphy
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3TUDENTS #HECK OUT WHATS THERE
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COMMUNITY
2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Fantastic Mr. Fox
PG Daily 7:15, 9:15
NO 9:15 on Sunday

Couples Retreat
PG-13

Daily 9:45
NO 9:45 on Sunday

Old Dogs PG
Daily 5:00, 7:30, 9:35
NO 9:35 on Sunday
Sat. Mat. 12:30, 2:45

Everybody’s Fine
PG-13 Daily 9:30
NO 9:30 on Sunday

A Christmas Carol Where the Wild
PG Daily 4:15, 7:00 Things Are PG
Sat 12:00, 2:00

Cloudy with a
Chance of
Meatballs PG
Daily 4:45, 6:45
Sat 11:45, 2:30

Daily 4:30
Sat 12:15, 2:15

The Fourth Kind
PG-13
Daily 6:45, 9:15
NO 9:15 on Sunday

Contract for sale! -Only $990 for the semester (OBO) *no deposit required (normally
$150) *heat included in rent -great location!
only one-half block from USU -3 bedroom
apartment -2 full bathrooms -second floor
apartment -large newly remodeled kitchen
-air condition unit in apartment -furniture
included and in great condition -brand new
vacuum with hose included -broom and
dust pan included -new flooring in kitchen
and bathrooms -garbage disposal -dishwasher -microwave -fridge/freezer -kitchen
table with chairs -laundry mat and vending
available -lounge with cable tv -awesome
and clean roommates *I need to sell my
contract in order to pay for LDS mission to
the Philippines that I have just been called
on. *If interested please call Jenele at 801898-6032 or email at jenelevanderveur@
gmail.com
Autos for Sale for Sale
Autos
Announcements
2001 Honda Civic EX Coupe. Call James at
801-598-7806. 135,000 mi. This car is in
great condition, RED with Charcoal gray/
black interior, 4 cyl. SOHC VTEC fuel injected engine, 5 speed manual, 2 doors, A/
C, power windows/locks, sunroof, CD player, AM/FM, new front tires, power steering,
keyless entry, electric mirrors, Anti-Lock

Brakes, Floor Mats, rear defrost, owner’s
manual, dual air-bag, power brakes. Has
had only two owners in the same family
and has had all routine maintenance taken
care of. Call James at 801-598-7806
Computers & Electronics
Electronics
LCD TV 32” Cheap! Needs new processor.
This TV has a broken processor, but has
never been used. Was bought on sale at
2008 Circuit City close out. Selling for $25
OBO. Can be fixed if part is bought or use
as scrap. It is an Element 32” full HD 1080P
LCD TV. It is still in the box with all of the
parts and manuals. Call Jim for info. at
208-521-6858.
Playstation 1 for sale! Cheap w/lots games!
This package includes a PS1 system, 2
working controllers, all of the cords, three
memory cards, 15 games and 2 demos.
The games include: Crash Bash, Tomb
Raider, CoolBoarders 2, Tekken 3, Tomorrow Never Dies 007, NBA Jam Extrem e,
WCW vs the World, Test Drive Off Road,
Tetris Plus, MLB 2000, NCAA Football
2000, Space Invaders, Tecmo Stackers,
Spyro Year of the Dragon, and Gran Turismo.

Light weight coffee table. Never been used.
Glass center broke during delivery. $10
OBO
Sofa for Sale! Great for students!
This sofa is older, but in good condition. Used
in a non-smoking and non-pet home. It is
approximately 90 inches long, light brown
and the upholstery is in good shape. Great
for dorm rooms or newly married couples.
Call Jim at 208-521-6858 for info. $40
OBO! You Haul!

Homes,
sale/rent
Homes for Rent

Utilities Paid! $650/Mo. 2 Bed Apt. Clean
upstairs apartment in great location.2 Bedrooms, 1 Bath, All Utilities Included, Washer/Dryer Provided, 1 Car Garage Storage,
No Smoking/No Pets, Dishwasher, AC,
Contract Required, Deposit, Available January Please call for an appointment (801)
510-1037 or (435) 752-6822
Homes for Sale

Furniture
Furniture

Smithfield Townhome-Motivated Seller.
Price reduced $122,500 1296sq.ft. 3brm.
2.5bath 1car garage. 218E. 830S. Smithfield. 563-8068/881-1668. Check us out
@ ksl,craiglist,cache valley daily, or www.
smithfieldhomeforsale.blogspot.com
Come take at look!

Glass Top Coffee Table
Glass broke during delivery, but coffee table
is in great condition. Never been used. $15
OBO

14’X66’ Mobile Home. 2 Bed, Bath, includes
shed & all apliances. In Smithfield $15,000.
435-232-6089.

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

• DID YOU HEAR ABOUT
THE MORGANS* (PG-13)

12:45, 3:05, 5:15, 7:25, 9:35

• YOUTH IN REVOLT* (R)

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• LEAP YEAR* (PG)

12:40, 2:45, 4:50, 7:10, 9:20
• SHERLOCK HOLMES* (PG-13)
1:20, 4:20, 7:00, 9:35
• DAYBREAKERS* (R)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

• AVATAR* (PG-13)
1:15, 4:30, 7:45

• PRINCESS & THE FROG* (G)
12:45, 2:45, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45

• ALVIN & THE CHIPMUNKS*

(PG) 1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00
• UP IN THE AIR* (R)
12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

• IT’S COMPLICATED (R)*
1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00

MIDNIGHT SHOWS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS

12:30, 2:35, 4:40, 6:50, 9:10
• AVATAR* (PG-13) IN DIGITAL 3D
2:15, 5:30, 8:45
• SHERLOCK HOLMES* (PG-13)
12:45, 3:45, 6:30, 9:20

• PRINCESS & THE FROG* (G)
1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

• ALVIN & THE CHIPMUNKS* (PG)
12:45, 2:45, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45

TUESDAY NIGHTS ARE STUDENT
DISCOUNT NIGHTS AT UNIVERSITY 6
ALL TICKETS ARE MATINEE PRICE
WITH STUDENT ID

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street

• NEW MOON* (PG-13)

4:10, 7:05 Fri/Sat 9:35
• IT’S COMPLICATED* (R)
4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
• THE BLIND SIDE (PG-13)
4:10, 6:50, Fri/Sat 9:30
• INVICTUS* (PG-13)
4:00, 6:40 Fri/Sat 9:20
• ALVIN & THE CHIPMUNKS* (PG)
4:15, 6:55, Fri/Sat 9:25

Musical Instruments
Musical
Instr.
5-piece Yamaha drumset $525! Black, 6-ply
mahogany drum shells featuring Yamaha
Air Seal System 22inch bass drum, 12inch
and 13inch mounted rack toms, 16inch
floor tom and matching 14inch wood snare
drum. Many extras including hi-hat, cymbal, and snare drum stands, a belt-drive
Yamaha bass drum pedal, Tama drum
throne, and Zildjian cymbals. (14inch hihats and an 18inch crash/ride). This kit is
in near mint condition, looks great, and
sounds amazing. Rare to find a drumset
this nice and in this condition for this price!

Need space so it must go soon.
Sporting Goods
Sporting
Goods

GAZELLE EDGE Elliptical Glider, $45
This is a great way to work out during the
winter! This glider is in excellent condition
and provides low impact aerobic exercise.
It comes with a built in computer that gives
feedback on speed, distance traveled, and
time elapsed. Sturdy construction supports
250 lbs. but can still fold up into a small
space. Moving soon so this must go!
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Crossword
Puzzler • MCT
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Feds concerned
with bogus bills
5 Drug bust finds
10 Highest point
14 Like collectible
coins
15 Sky color
16 Wheat, corn or
rice cereal
17 Several
18 __ plume: pen
name
19 Whacks with an
ax
20 Piece of Peter
Piper’s peck
23 Backyard
hangout
24 Whiskey grain
25 Fled the scene
28 Andrea __: illfated ship
32 What sips and
nips do
34 +, on a batt.
37 School project
medium in large
rolls
40 Italian wine city
42 Minister’s
residence
43 Heed
44 Killjoy
47 Dreyer’s partner
in ice cream
48 Colorful quartz
49 Comedian
Wanda
51 Stitch
52 Illuminated
55 Basil-and-pinenuts sauce
59 Cinema counter
fixture
64 __ job: trickery
66 Transfusion fluid
67 The sound of
music
68 Handbasket
rider’s
destination?
69 Brainy group
70 This, in Tijuana
71 Slippery fish
72 Collar stiffeners
73 Dick Tracy’s love
DOWN
1 “The Sound of
Music” family
name
2 Sicilian secret
society

1/11/10

By John Lampkin

3 Standing tall
4 Recent block
arrival
5 “Citizen __”
6 Former reptilian
logo brand
7 Sugar cube
8 “__ in the court!”
9 Oozy
10 Aspirin target
11 Fruity dessert
12 Bit of cat chitchat
13 George Strait’s
“All My __ Live in
Texas”
21 Feature of a tied
shoelace
22 Cop’s collar
26 Change, as a law
27 Totally unhip
29 Frolic
30 World Golf Hall of
Famer Aoki
31 Periodic table
figs.
33 Cheese go-with
34 Dads
35 Missouri River
tributary
36 Informal opinion
sampling
38 Lay eyes on
39 Really stink
41 Addams family
cousin

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

.O ANSWERS TODAY
JUST DO
YOUR BEST

'OOD ,UCK
(c)2010 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

45 Canine cry
46 Result of an auto
loan default,
briefly
50 Trio plus
four
53 Missiles in silos,
for short
54 “Vacancy”
56 Reckon, in the
boonies
57 Revival
structures

1/11/10

58 Creme-filled
cookies
60 Avian symbols of
wisdom
61 Author Jaffe
62 Overly inquisitive
63 Palmtop
computers: Abbr.
64 “Steady as __
goes”
65 Born, in
marriage
announcements
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We are located in the
University Shopping Center

Visit our red box®
for your favorite new
releases. Just $1 per day!

MARKETPLACE

MARKETPLACE

1200 North

1000 North

Romney Stadium

800 East

600 East

1400 North

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

N Closed Sunday
www.leesmarketplace.com
A
Prices Effective January 11th - January 16th, 2009
Logan
555 E. 1400 N. • (435) 755-5100
Pharmacy (435) 750-0258

Smithfield
850 S. Main • (435) 563-6251
Pharmacy (435) 563-6201

WOJustW!
$ 00

Post 11-20 oz.
Select Varieties

2

Post Cereal

5 $10

ea.

With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 5

for

With In-Ad Coupon
5 for $12.50 Without

Puddin’
Cups

WOJustW!
$ 40

8-10 ct. Asst.

Western Family
4 pk. 3.5 oz. Asst.

Quaker Instant
Oatmeal

1

5 $7

89

¢

Quaker Breakfast
Snacks

ea.

1

5 7

With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 5

5 7
$

16 oz. Classic Bun
Length, Meat, Chicken
or Turkey Jumbo

24 oz. Loaf Asst.

78

$ 68

89

4 $5

ShurSaving
1%, 2% or Skim

Kraft 4 pk.

Western Family
3.5 oz. Asst.

Crispy
Crust Pizza

Pockets

1

$ 99

3 $4

Lay’s 8.5 oz.
Kettle Chips or
10.5-12 oz. Regular

7.6 oz. Asst

for

2

$

42 oz. Quick or
Old Fashioned

Texas

Juicy

Juicy Sweet

Minneola
Tangelos

89

lb.

89¢
Large Choice

Navel
Oranges

41

39¢

$

for

lb.

Bone-In

Super Saver Pack

Pork
Sirloin Roast

85% Lean
Ground Beef

1

99

¢

Orange
Juice

Pink
Grapefruit

1

Blood
Oranges

Western Family
12 oz. Frozen Asst.

450

Western Family
Oatmeal

$ 79

67¢

Sun
Detergent

2 $4

25¢

Refried
Beans

107 oz. Powder Asst.

for

Yogurt

Western Family
16 oz. Asst.

299

With In Ad Coupon
2 for $5 Without

Western Family
6 oz. Asst.

79¢

$

Yoplait
Smoothie

50

79

Drinking
Water

for

Potato Chips

Sports
Drinks

Western Family
24 pk. Half Liter
Bottles Premium

Coke or Pepsi
Products

4 $5

POWERade
32 oz. Asst.

2

$

99

2 Liter Bottles

Fuze
Drinks

for

Beef Jerky

2

$

18.5 oz. Bottles Asst.

$

¢

Macaroni
& Cheese

Gallon Milk

89¢

$ 89

¢

lb.

lb.

lb.

WOJustW!
$ 50

Pillsbury
10-11.5 oz. Toaster

1

Strudels or
Scrambles

2 3
$

With In-Ad Coupon
2 for $4 Without

AFS Vendor Coupon Expires Jan. 19, 2010

1

$ 00

2

$

50

off
With This Coupon

PLU# 9112
Scan Down

off

PLU# 9384
Scan Down
With This Coupon

When You Buy Two (2)
Pillsbury 10-11.5 oz. Toaster Strudels or
Scrambles or 7.6 oz. Asst. Yoplait Smoothies

Pillsbury or Yoplait

When You Buy Five (5)
11-20 oz. Select Varieties

Post Cereals

Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.Limit 1 coupon per customer.

TAW

TAW

ea.

With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 2

for

AFS Vendor Coupon Expires Jan. 19, 2010

ea.

With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 5

Farm
Bread

Bar S Franks

1

¢

1

Quaker Cereal

With In-Ad Coupon
5 for $10 Without.

With In-Ad Coupon
5 for $10 Without

6.5-9 oz. Hot, Lean
or Croissant Asst.

WOJustW!
$ 40

14-16 oz. Select Varieties
Oatmeal Squares,
Life or Cap’n Crunch

for

for

With In-Ad Coupon
5 for $10 Without

ea.

With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 5

$

for

Western Family
5-6.5 oz. Asst.

WOJustW!
$ 40

4.2 oz. Bites, 5-10 ct.
Cookies or Granola Bars

Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.Limit 1 coupon per customer.

